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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the stability, under perturbation 
of the boundary or ,of the complex structure, of the solutions to the $ 
Neumann problem on smoothly bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains 
and of the Fefferman asymptotic expansion of the Bergman kernel on these 
domains. The significance of these results arises in part from the fact that 
there is little hope of realizing the Bergman kernel explicitly except in the 
restricted case of homogeneous domains. Since a homogeneous C”O strongly 
pseudoconvex domain is necessarily biholomorphic to the ball, it is thus only 
through general results, such as the asymptotic expansion, that the Bergman 
kernels of strongly pseudoconvex domains not biholomorphic to the ball can 
be studied. 
The stability of the Bergman kernel has two aspects:. (i) Stability of 
behavior in the region where the kernel is C”O and bounded (i.e., pairs of 
points which are away from the boundary or from each other) and 
(ii) stability in the region consisting of pairs of points simultaneously near 
the boundary and near each other, where the kernel becomes unbounded as 
the boundary is approached. Specifically if D is a C” strongly pseudoconvex 
domain in C” and if E, = {(z, w) E b x 6: ] z - w  ( + dis(z, aD) + 
dis(w, 80) < S}, then the Bergman kernel function K,: D X D + Cc is CW on 
D x DIE, for any positive 6 [37]. Here it will be shown (Theorem 3.38) that 
for fixed 6 > 0, the Cw function KD ]orXWII varies continuously in the C” 
topology. This result is established using a stability result (Theorem 3.10) for 
the &Neumann operator which states in effect that P small perturbations 
of the complex structure of a fixed domain result in a small perturbation of 
the Neumann operator for the Cauchy-Riemann complex which is small in 
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2 GREENE AND KRANTZ 
terms of norm behavior on the appropriate function spaces. That this result 
on the Neumann operator implies the stability of KD on d X Dp, was 
shown by the authors previously [ 191. 
In this discussion and indeed throughout the paper, the word domain is to 
mean a connected open set with compact closure in @” or alternatively in 
whatever manifold the open set naturally lies. Though some of the 
conclusions are localizable at the boundary, in many cases the restriction to 
compact closure is essential. 
As a by-product of the stability of the Kohn solution to the $-Neumann 
problem, it is shown that the Henkin solution, which yields estimates in Ck, 
Lipschitz, and other norms, behaves stably in these norms under pertur- 
bations of the boundary of the domain or of the complex structure. 
To formulate the stability of KD on E, requires slightly more subtle 
considerations. Suppose that 9 is a C” strictly plurisuperharmonic defining 
function for D (9 > 0 on D, (0 on C’\& grad 9 IaD # 0). And let X(z, w) be 
the Levi polynomial of 9, i.e., X(z, w) = 9(z) + C &/a~,) IW(zi - wi) + 4 
Cl,j (a*@~, awj) ],,,(zi - wi)(zj - wj). Then according to [lo] if_S > 0 is 
sufftciently small, there are functions 9(z, w) and @(z, w), P on E,, such 
that on (D x D) n E,, 9 is nonvanishing and 
K,(z, w) = 9(z, w) X- M+ l)(z, w) + @(z, w) log X(z, w), 
where “log” denotes the principal value of the log, X taking values in G\R - 
on (D x D) n E,. Strictly speaking, only the existence for each fixed k of 9, 
$ which are Ck is established in [lo]; the full C” assertion is obtainable then 
by an elementary method (see Section 5 of the present paper). The stability 
result established here is that for 6 sufficiently small, the functions 9, 9, @ 
can be chosen to be Ck stable on (D X D) n E,, any k, under C”-small 
perturbations of D (Theorem 5.3: Note that the fact that 9 can be stably 
chosen is obvious; this assertion is part of the theorem only for convenience 
of statement. The nontrivial content is the stable choice of 9 and d). 
The stability of the Bergman kernel and of the solution of the &Neumann 
problem have consequences that are important to understanding the 
geometry of the Bergman metric and the nature of strongly pseudoconvex 
domains and their automorphisms. These consequences are discussed in 
detail in Section 1 (some of them, and some additional related results, are 
presented in [ 191). The first of these results has to do with the curvature 
behavior of the Bergman metric. The curvature tensor of the Bergman metric 
of a P strongly pseudoconvex domain converges, as the boundary is 
approached, to the curvature tensor of the Bergman metric of the ball, i.e., 
to the curvature tensor of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 
-4/(n + 1) if the domain is in 6” (see [38]). The stability results imply that 
for any smoothly bounded domain D and any E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such 
that for any domain D’ sufficiently C” close to D the curvature tensor of the 
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Bergman metric of D’ is within E (in the sense of Riemannian metric norms 
on tensors) of the curvature tensor of the ball at every point of D’ that is 
within 6 of ED’ (Theorem 1.1). The essential point is that the same 6 applies 
for all domains near D, not just a single domain, This result implies that the 
curvature tensor of the Bergman metric of any domain C” sufficiently close 
to D is uniformly close to the curvature tensor of the Bergman metric of D. 
A corollary of this result (Corollary 1.3~) is that the Bergman metric of 
every domain D that is sufIiciently C”O close to the ball has everywhere 
negative Riemannian sectional curvature. (In fact, if D is sufficiently close to 
the ball, then the curvature tensor of the Bergman metric is arbitrarily close 
to the curvature tensor of constant negative holomorphic sectional curvature, 
uniformly over the whole domain.) It follows that if such a D is not 
biholomorphic to the ball (so that the automorphism group of D is compact 
[62], cf. [38]) then th e automorphism group of D has a fixed point 
(Theorem 1.6). This in turn implies that the only equivalences between 
circular domains C”O close to the ball but not equivalent to the ball are 
linear. (This result is closely related to the results shown in [ 171 and 
generalized in [5a] and to the complete, but not elementary, analysis of the 
equivalences of Reinhardt domains obtained in [59]. In particular it is shown 
in [5a] that any two equivalent circular domains are linearly equivalent. See 
also [ 17,34,59].) Of course, infinite-dimensional families of such linearly 
and hence biholomorphically inequivalent circular (in fact, Reinhardt) 
domains near the ball exist (see [6] for general results on the existence of 
infinite-dimensional families of distinct complex structures). 
The existence of stable neighborhoods of the boundary on which the 
holomorphic sectional curvature is nearly constant can be used to prove that 
the set of Cm strongly pseudoconvex domains with no nontrivial 
automorphisms is open in the C” topology. It was previously known that the 
set of such domains is dense [6] so that in fact the property of having no 
automorphism except the identity is generic in the strongest possible sense: it 
holds on an open, dense set. The proof of the openness uses the results of Lu 
Qi-Keng [47] and some Riemannian ,geometry arguments developed by one 
of the present authors and S. Weintraub in [21]. A result related to the 
openness of the set of domains without automorphisms is the fact 
(Theorem 1.11) that the set of C’O strongly pseudoconvex domains 
biholomorphically equivalent to a fixed P strongly pseudoconvex domain is 
closed in ‘the C” topology. Since the Chem-Moser invariants depend 
continuously on the domain in the P topology on domains, this closedness 
result is in a sense an extension of the result that biholomorphically 
equivalent domains have the same Chern-Moser invariants. 
Other results concerning the stability of the Bergman metric or implied by 
the stability properties are (a) the uniform comparability of the Bergman 
metrics of a domain and a. C”O suficiently nearby domain (cf., [ 191); (b) a 
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stable lower bound on the Kobayashi metric (Theorem 1.16), which is a 
consequence of the existence of a stable complete metric of holomorphic 
sectional curvature bounded above (Theorem 1.2); and (c) the fact that the 
full isometry group of the Bergman metric consists of holomorphic or 
conjugate holomorphic maps (Theorem 1.17). 
Another application of the stability results for the Bergman kernel is to the 
Lu Qi-Keng conjecture. One version of this conjecture is that if D is strongly 
pseudoconvex and real diffeomorphic to the ball then KD is non-vanishing. 
The stability of the Bergman kernel implies the truth of the Lu Qi-Keng 
conjecture for domains which are C” sufficiently close to the ball (see 
Corollary 5.7). More generally, if D is a domain which is strongly 
pseudoconvex and for which ) KDI > c > 0 then for each A E (0, 1) the 
inequality IKDt 1 > AC > 0 holds for domains D’ which are C” sufficiently 
close to D. 
The stability of the Kohn solution of the 2 problem given in Theorem 3.11 
gives a rather natural and brief proof of an important result of Hamilton 
[26]: if D is a strongly pseudoconvex subdomain of C” then a smooth 
perturbation of the complex structure on D can be realized, up to 
biholomorphic equivalence, by another subdomain which is C” close to D. It 
is useful to have a new proof of Hamilton’s result (Theorem 1.13 of this 
paper) because the techniques in [26] are exceedingly lengthy and indirect. It 
is also of value to know that Hamilton’s theorem is tied to concrete 
phenomena such as stability for solution to the a equation. Results related to 
Theorem 1.13 may also be found in [35]. 
The stability results of this paper apply to perturbations of either the 
complex structure or the boundary of a domain. These two types of stability 
are related; Hamilton’s theorem shows that a boundary perturbation stability 
result implies a complex structure perturbation stability result. To obtain a 
converse, note that if a domain D, with smooth boundary is C” close to 
another (fixed) domain D with smooth boundary then there is a mapping of 
D to D, which is smooth across the boundary of D and C” close to the 
identity map on the closure of D. The pull-back to D of the complex 
structure of D, is then C” close to the original complex structure of D. Thus 
a suitable stability result for perturbation of complex structure implies one 
for perturbation of boundary. The relationship just outlined is exploited in 
this paper: stability of one kind is proved and the other deduced, the choice 
being dictated by convenience and naturalness. Of course, to obtain the proof 
of Hamilton’s theorem, stability of the type required must be and is estab- 
lished for perturbation of complex structure (to avoid circular reasoning). 
Further details of the relationship between the two types of stability and of 
the arguments that would be needed for direct establishment of the types not 
discussed directly are given in context. 
Theorem 1.12 is in effect an equivariant form of Hamilton’s theorem for 
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the case of perturbation of the ball. For this case, as already noted, the 
automorphism group of any domain D sufftoiently close (in the C” sense) to 
the ball but not biholomorphic to the ball has a fixed point and is thus 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the unitary group, namely, the group formed by 
the differentials of the automorphisms acting on the tangent space at the 
fixed point. (This action is unitary relative to the Hermitian inner product on 
that tangent space determined by the Bergman metric.) It is then natural to 
inquire whether a domain D' can be found with the properties that D' is 
biholomorphic to D and that the automorphism group of D' acts ‘on D' as 
the restriction to D' of the standard action on C” of a subgroup of the 
unitary group of @“. Such an equivariant realization of D is in fact possible 
(Theorem 1.12). Its existence is most easily established using the stability 
results on the Bergman kernel away from the diagonal (Theorem 3.38), 
which imply that the representative coordinates of Bergman (see [ 141) do in 
fact yield a biholomorphic map. Alternatively but with more difficulty, it can 
be deduced from the stability of the asymptotic expansion discussed in 
Section 5 and the resulting information on the behavior of the Bergman 
metric. In view of Hamilton’s result, equivariant realization of perturbations 
of the ball as a domain is of course equivalent to equivariant realization of 
perturbations of the complex structure of the ball. The representative coor- 
dinates argument used to prove Theorem 1.12 could in fact be used to prove 
Hamilton’s theorem for the case of perturbations of the ball by first 
establishing the stability result of Theorem 3.38 directly for perturbations of 
complex structure, but this line of argument is not pursued in detail here. 
Representative coordinates can also be used to prove smoothness to the 
boundary of biholomorphic maps (cf. the related techniques in [3,3a, 4, 
20,601). This point also will not be pursued in detail here. 
Section 1 contains the formal statement and proof of ail the geometric 
applications of stability of the &Neumann problems and the asymptotic 
expansion of the Bergman kernel. Section 2 introduces the notation and 
terminology which will be needed in the rest of the paper. Section 3 contains 
the analysis of the stability under perturbations of the boundary or of the 
complex structure of the &Neumann problem in the category of Sobolev 
spaces H, on bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains in an n-dimensional 
complex manifold. Section 4 considers the analogous problem for the Henkin 
solution to the 8 problem. Section 5 applies the results of Section 3 to prove 
stability of the Fefferman asymptotic expansion for the Bergman kernel. 
The proof given here’of the stability results for the asymptotic expansion 
of the Bergman kernel uses the methods of Fefferman’s original paper [lo]. 
It is possible also to approach the question of stability of the kernel via the 
methods of [5]. However, the approach of [5] would still entail the stability 
of the &Neumann problem (as in Section 3 of the present paper). Therefore 
no substantial simplification could be obtained. 
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1. APPLICATIONS TO THE GEOMETRY OF STRONGLY 
PSEUDOCONVEX DOMAINS 
This section presents a number of results on the stability, under pertur- 
bation of a domain, of the geometric properties of the Bergman metric of the 
domain and some implications of these stabilities. These results are more or 
less direct consequences of the stability results for the Bergman kernel which 
are established later in the paper (Theorems 3.38 and 5.3). As noted, these 
results are, roughly speaking, that the Bergman kernel of a C” bounded 
strongly pseudoconvex domain is Cm stable away from the boundary and 
that the coefficients of its asymptotic expansion near the boundary are Cm 
stable, stability in both cases being under C”O perturbation of the boundary. 
Since the Bergman metric is constructed by differentiation of the Bergman 
kernel, it follows that strong stability properties will hold for the metric itself. 
From such metric information together with some differential geometric 
arguments, a number of properties of strictly pseudoconvex domains and 
especially of their automorphism groups are deduced. 
To formulate the stability results, a precise notion of P closeness of 
domains is needed (additional refinements to a finite number of derivatives 
and to canonical defining functions, etc., are given in Section 2): Let D, be a 
P strongly pseudoconvex domain in Cc” and let M be the C”O manifold that 
is the boundary BD, of D,, considered as an (abstract) compact C”O 
manifold. There is a standard P metric topology on the set C”O(M, Rzn) of 
C”O maps of M into I?*” = 6” (see Section 2). A Cm bounded domain D is 
C”O close to D, by definition if there is a diffeomorphism F of M into the 
boundary i3D of D such that F is C” close in P(M, R*“) to the (identity) 
map of M to i3D,. The converse statement also holds. 
Geometric stability theorems in this paper are formulated in the C” 
topology because it is simplest and most elegant to do so. However every 
theorem has an analogue, easily ascertainable from careful reading of the 
proofs, of the form “P is Ck stable if either the boundary or the complex 
structure is perturbed Cm(“*k).” In general, m(n, k) % k and the estimates 
obtained here on the size of m(n, k) are far from sharp. As is to be expected, 
the geometric arguments about the Bergman metrics here and in [lo] involve 
only a finite number of derivatives of the Bergman kernel and hence only a 
finite degree of boundary differentiability, the determination of this degree 
being, in general, left to the reader. In particular, it follows from the 
calculations in this paper that a biholomorphic map of strictly pseudoconvex 
domains with Cm(n*k) boundaries extends Ck-’ to the boundary. By a 
different method involving the Kerzman-Stein asymptotic expansion for 
reproducing kernels [37a], E. Ligocka (private communication) has 
calculated that Ck extension holds for Ck+4 boundary strongly pseudoconvex 
domains. 
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The Bergman metric of a strongly pseudoconvex domain is complete. Thus 
the most important remaining question about its geometry is what its 
curvature behavior is. To formulate concisely the stability of curvature 
behavior, it is useful to introduce the following notation: Let Y be a 2n- 
dimensional vector space and J be an endomorphism of V with .I* = -I, and 
let g be an inner product on V such that g is J-invariant. Then define the 4- 
tensor R,: V x Y x V x V+ IR by 
R,(X K Z, w) = -(ll(n + l)N g(X Z) g(K W - g(X w) g(K 2) 
+ g(& JZ) dy, JW - dX JW dy, JZ) 
+ 2gK JY) dz, Jw)). 
Now R, is the curvature tensor for g = the Bergman metric of the unit ball in 
C”; R, can also be characterized as being the unique Kiihler curvature tensor 
of holomorphic sectional curvature -4,&z + 1). (Some authors normalize the 
Bergman metric so that the holomorphic sectional curvature of the ball is 
-2/(n + 2), but this multiplication of the metric by a constant is of course 
not crucial, the essential point being negative constancy of holomorphic 
sectional curvature.) 
THEOREM 1.1. If D, is a strongly pseudoconvex domain and if E is a 
positive number, then there is a neighborhood .% of D, in the C”O topology 
and a positive number 6 such that for any D E k? the curvature tensor R of 
the Bergman metric of D has the property that IIR - Rollx < E for all x E D 
having Euclidean distance from the boundary of D less than 6. 
Here 11 }[ denotes the Riemannian norm on 4-tensors determined by the 
Bergman metric of D. 
Proof: By composition of the signed distance to the boundary (taken as 
negative in the interior) with an increasing strictly convex function, a 
defining function for D, can be chosen that is strictly plurisubharmonic in a 
neighborhood of the boundary t3D, of D,, say {x E C” ) distance 
(x, aD,) ( a) (distance means Euclidean distance here). The same 
composition process will yield a defining function for each domain D which 
is sufficiently Cm close to D,, each of these defining functions also being 
then strictly plurisubharmonic in the neighborhood {x E C” 1 distance 
(x, 80) < q/2). Corollary 5.7 (with j > 5) gives an asymptotic expansion of 
the Bergman kernel of D, in terms of the chosen defining functions which is 
stable under perturbation of D, in the sense that its form in terms of the 
chosen defining function is the same for D as for D, and that the smooth 
functions occurring as coefficients in the case of D ase C” close to those 
occurring for D, (see the statement of Theorem 5.3 in Section 5 for details). 
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The calculations in [38] (see also [ 191) using the asymptotic expansion show 
that, sufficiently near the boundary of D,, J(R -&I] < E for R = the 
curvature of the Bergman metric of D,. The stability of the asymptotic 
expansion as described immediately implies the stability of the estimates in 
these calculations and in particular that the closeness to the boundary that is 
necessary can be chosen to be stable under perturbation of D,. For this 
argument in more detail, see [ 191. 1 
A slight extension of the methods of [38] yields the result that the 
covariant derivatives of the curvature of the Bergman metric of each order 
are bounded in Riemannian norm near the boundary of a strongly 
pseudoconvex domain D, and hence over the whole domain (cf. [7]). The 
stability of the asymptotic expansion (Corollary 5.7) together with the 
interior stability of the Bergman kernel (Theorem 3.38) implies that the 
supremum over the domain of the metric norm of a fixed order covariant 
derivative of the curvature is (numerically) stable under C” perturbation of 
the domain D, . And stable estimates of the size of the metric itself 
(compared to the Euclidean metric) can also be obtained. Since the 
arguments for these stability results follow the pattern of the argument for 
Theorem 1.1 combined with obvious interior stability estimates from 
Theorem 3.38, their detailed formulation and proof are left to the reader. 
However, the global curvature stability result of this type has enough 
immediate applications to warrant explicit presentation. This result is most 
easily formulated in terms of Riemannian sectional curvature (for a 
summary of the relationship between closeness of sectional curvatures and of 
curvature tensors and related pinching results, see [ 19,401, where references 
to the original literature are also given). 
DEFINITION. A map F: M-+ N between two Kahler manifolds of equal 
dimension is e-approximately curvature preserving if for each x E M there is 
a real linear isometry L: T,M+ TFtXj N of the real tangent space of M at x 
to that of N at F(x) with L o J,,, = JN o L and with IK,,,(P) - K,,,(L(P))I < E 
for every 2-plane P G T,(M), where K,,, and KN are the sectional curvature 
functions of M and N, respectively. 
THEOREM 1.2. If D, is a C” strongly pseudoconvex domain and $ E is a 
positive number, then there is a neighborhood 22 of D, in the C” topology 
such that for any D E 9/ there is a Cm dlfleomorphism F: D, + D from D, to 
D such that F is e-approximately curvature preserving. 
In fact, as will be apparent in the proof, any such diffeomorphism which is 
C” sufficiently close to the injection D, 4 C” is s-approximately curvature 
preserving. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. The existence of the required map L at points 
within distance 6 of the boundary (for some 6) of D, is an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 1.1; the existence at interior points (i.e., points of 
distance >,6 from the boundary) is a consequence of the Cm interior stability 
of the Bergman metric. Note, however, that the stability part of Theorem 1.1 
is indeed indispensable to the proof,, since interior stability applies only for a 
fixed 6. I 
The following corollary summarizes some important special cases. 
COROLLARY 1.3. (a) g D, is a Cm strongly pseudoconvex domain the 
Bergman metric of which has all its sectional curvatures in the interval 
(a, /3), then for any E > 0 there is a neighborhood % of D, in the Cm topology 
such that any D E FY has all the sectional curvatures of its Bergman metric 
in the interval (a - E, /3 + E). 
(b) Zf D, is a Cm strongly pseudoconvex domain with Bergman metric 
holomorphic sectional curvatures all in (a, /3), then for any E > 0 there is a 
neighborhood 22 of D, in the Cm topology such that D E % has all 
holomorphic sectional curvatures in (a - E, p + E). 
(c) In particular, for any E > 0 there is a C”O neighbohrood @ of the 
ball B = ((z I)...) ZJ E C”: c: 1z,12 < 1) such that for any D E V the 
sectional curvatures of the, Bergman metric of D lie between -4/(n + 1) - E 
and -l/(n + 1) + E and the holomorphic sectional curvatures of the 
Bergman metric of D lie between -4/(n+l)-sand-4/(n+l)+e. 
Corollary 1.3(c) is in a sense the best possible result; a precise sense is 
expressed in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.4. Zf M is a simply connected complex manifold of complex 
dimension n such that for each E > 0 there is a complete Kiihler metric on M 
with all its sectional curvatures between -4/(n + 1) - E and -l/(n $ 1) + E 
then M is biholomorphic to the ball in Cc”. 
This result was proved in [ 191. It is related to generalized Schwarz 
lemmas ([64]). As also explained in [ 191 the result is equivalent to the 
statement that if the simply connected complex manifold M admits for any 
E > 0 a complete Ktihler metric with holomorphic sectional curvatures 
between -4/(n + 1) - E and -4/(n + 1) + E then M is biholomorphic to the 
ball so that the other part of Corollary 1.3(c) is also the best possible result. 
Theorem 1.4 has the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If M is a compact complex manifold with the property 
that for every E > 0 there is a Kdhler metric on M with all its sectional 
curvatures between -1 - E and -a + E (or equivalently with the property 
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that for every E > 0 there is a Kcihler metric on M with all its holomorphic 
sectional curvatures between -1 - E and -1 + E) then M is holomorphically 
covered by the ball and hence admits a metric of constant negative 
holomorphic sectional curvaure. 
The corollary follows by applying the theorem to the universal cover ofM 
after multiplying the metric by a constant factor to obtain the appropriate 
normalization. See [49] for an example showing in part the necessity of the 
conditions. 
There is, for each n = 2, 3 ,..., a positive numer E, such that if two compact 
Kahler manifolds of complex dimension n have holomorphic sectional 
curvatures between -1 - E, and -1 and if they are homotopy equivalent, 
then they are either biholomorphically or conjugate biholomorphically 
equivalent [55b]. Also, if E < 5, then there are, for each c > 0, only finitely 
many homotopy equivalence classes of compact KHhler manifolds with 
volume less than c and with holomorphic sectional curvature between -1 - E 
and -1 (see [24] and standard holomorphic sectional curvature results, e.g., 
in (401). These two facts combined with Corollary 1.5 yield the result that 
there is, for each n = 2, 3,... and c > 0, a positive number E such that any 
compact Kiihler manifold of complex dimension n with volume less than c 
and holomorphic sectional curvature between -1 - E and - 1 is 
holomorphically covered by the ball. (This last result and Corollary 1.5 were 
also obtained by M. L. Gromov by another method.) The relevance of 
Corollary 1.5 to finiteness theorems for compact manifolds was pointed out 
to the authors by E. Ruh (see his paper [48] for related results). 
For topological reasons, some C” strongly pseudoconvex domains fail to 
admit any complete metric of nonpositive sectional curvature. Specifically, a 
complete Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature must have 
universal cover diffeomorphic to Euclidean space; and a suffkiently small 
tubular neighborood of a totally real simply connected compact submanifold 
(of dimension at least 2) is an example of a C” strongly pseudoconvex 
domain which though simply connected is not diffeomorphic to Euclidean 
space and which consequently admits no complete metric of nonpositive 
sectional curvature. Thus the negativity of sectional curvature for the 
Bergman metric of domains near the ball is a rather special property. This 
property implies in turn special properties of the automorphism group. 
THEOREM 1.6. There is a neighborhood Z! of the ball in the C* topology 
on strongly pseudoconvex domains such that for any D E ZY’, any compact 
subgroup of the automorphism group of D has a fixed point. In particular, if 
D E P and if D is not biholomorphic to the ball then the automorphism 
group of D has a jixed point. 
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Proof. The second statement follows from the first combined with the 
fact that a C”O strongly pseudoconvex domain with noncompact 
automorphism group is biholomorphic to the ball ([62]; cf. also [3&U]). 
The first statement is a consequence of Corollary 1.3(c), and the following: 
(a) the theorem of E. Cartan that a compact group acting 
isometrically on a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of 
nonpositive curvature has a fixed point 1401, and 
(b) the fact that the automorphism group acts isometrically relative to 
the Bergman metric. m 
Neither of the statements of Theorem 1.6 is a consequence of the general 
theory of compact group actions on manifolds diffeomorphic to Euclidean 
spaces. Such actions can be quite pathological (see [33] for a general 
description and further references); for instance, they can fail to have any 
fixed point [ 1 I 1. A compact group acting isometrically on a complete simply 
connected manifold of nonpositive curvature is diffeomorphism conjugate to 
(a subgroup of) an orthogonal action on Euclidean space, namely, via the 
diffeomorphic exponential map at a fixed point it is conjugate to the 
isometric, linear action of its differentials on the tangent space at that point. 
It is this particularly pleasant situation which is shown to occur in 
Theorem 1.6 for the automorphism group action. 
It is even true, in a certain sense, that the fmed point set of Aut(D) 
behaves stably under perturbation of D (it is necessary to be cautious 
here-the automorphism group of the ball is fixed point free while, by the 
work of Burns et al. [a], there are domains CY arbitrarily near the ball 
whose automorphism group is the identity only). What can be proven is that 
if D, is strongly pseudoconvex, if Di + D, in the C* topology, if p E D,, 
and if there is a neighborhood U of p with Un (fixed point set of 
Aut(D,)) = 0 for all j, then p e (fixed point set of Aut(D,)). 
Theorem 1.6 implies a very specific result about equivalences of circular 
domains C”O near the ball. A domain D is said to be circular if 
(z I ,..., ZJ E D implies (eiez ,,..,, eiez,) E D for all tJ E IR. 
COROLLARY 1.7. There is a C* neighborhood 22 of the ball in C” with 
the property that y D, and D, are circular domains, D, and D, in 2?, with 
neither D, nor D, biholomorphic to the ball, then any biholomorphic 
equivalence bf D, to D, is a complex linear mapping of C” restricted to D, . 
Proof of the Corollary 1.7. Choose P as in Theorem 1.6. Since neither of 
the domains is biholomorphic to the ball, both have compact automorphism 
groups so there are points p, ED, and pz ED, which are fixed under 
Aut(D,) and Aut(D,), respectively. But multiplication by -1 moves every 
point except the origin so p, = p2 = the origin is the unique fixed point of 
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Aut(D,) acting on D, and of Aut(D,) acting on D,. Since any equivalence 
must preserve the unique fixed point, any equivalence takes the origin to the 
origin and is thus linear by a well-known theorem of H. Cartan [51]. I 
If D is a circular domain (containing the origin) that is biholomorphic to 
the ball, then there is, since the ball is homogeneous, an equivalence of D to 
the ball which takes the origin to the origin and hence is linear. This obser- 
vation combined with Corollary 1.7 shows that any two circular domains in 
8 that are biholomorphically equivalent are linearly equivalent. This last 
result holds in fact for circular domains in general, as shown in [5a] (see 
also [59], concerning Reinhardt domains). 
The complex linear mappings of C” are determined by a finite number (in 
fact, n’) of parameters, whereas the set of Reinhardt domains near the ball 
includes the infinite-dimensional family ((2, ,..., ZJ E G” ] f(]zr I,..., 1 z, 1) < 1 ), 
where f is any CW function of n real variables that is C” close to the 
function (x, ,..., x,) + Cj’= 1 xf. This proves in effect the following result: 
COROLLARY 1.8. The set of biholomorphically distinct complex 
structures arising from Reinhardt domains is infinite dimensional. 
Further details of this question are left to the reader: a more precise 
formulation can be conveniently made using the affine invariants which are a 
necessary condition for linear equivalence of hypersurfaces. The infinite 
dimensionality of the set of all complex structures arising from all domains 
near the ball was demonstrated in [6] (see [6] also for a precise definition of 
the meaning of infinite dimensionality in this context and [ 171 for proof by 
an elementary method). 
The existence of a fixed point of the automorphism group of any bounded 
domain implies that the automorphism group is compact, because the 
isotropy subgroup of any point is always compact. The isotropy subgroup of 
a point is a subgroup of the compact group of transformations of the tangent 
space that are unitary relative to the Bergman metric since automorphisms 
are isometries of the Bergman metric. That it is a closed subgroup of this 
compact group is easily seen from the fact that holomorphic maps of the 
domain to itself form a normal family. Specifically, if&: D -+ D, j = 1, 2,..., is 
any sequence of holomorphic maps with J(p) = p then there is a subse- 
quence of {fi} which converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to a 
holomorphic function8 D + D. And the (real) differential df off is of course 
the limit of the appropriate subsequence of the {d&J. If the 4 are 
automorphisms of D and hence isometries of the Bergman metric of D, then 
the map f is an isometry of the Bergman metric, being the limit uniformly on 
compact subsets of a sequence of isometries, and in particular it is a 
diffeomorphism. As noted, it is holomorphic so f E Aut(D). That the 
isottopy group is closed in the group of unitary transformations of the 
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tangent space follows. Moreover, the same argument shows that if F is a 
unitary frame at p then the set {f,(F): f E Aut(D)} is a closed subset of the 
unitary frame bundle of D (throughout “unitary” means unitary relative to 
the Bergman metric). By a general property of isometries (or by a direct 
argument, cf. [5 1)) the map f 4 f*(F) is a homeomorphism of Aut(D)onto its 
(closed) image in the unitary frame bundle. If the orbit 0, ofp under Aut(D) 
is compact, then {f*(F) ] f E Aut(D)}, being a closed subset of the compact 
total space of the restriction of the unitary frame bundle to O,,, is compact. 
Then Aut(D) itself must be compact. In summary, if Aut(D) is noncompact, 
then every point of D has a noncompact orbit. (The results in this paragraph 
are well-known but have been included for the convenience of the reader.) 
Now suppose that D is a domain with a complete Bergman metric. If D is 
not biholomorphic to the ball, then the holomorphic sectional curvature of 
the Bergman metric is not constant ([47]: surprisingly, this result does not 
require simple connectivity of the domain). In particular, there is a point 
p E D and a holomorphic 2-plane P, at p such that the holomorphic 
sectional curvature K(P,) of the Bergman metric on this 2-plane is 
#-4/(n + 1): set E = IK(P,) + 4/(n f l)] # 0. Now suppose that D is Cm 
strongly pseudoconvex. Then the closure of the orbit of p in Cc” cannot 
contain a boundary point of D. The reason is that there is a neighborhood of 
bD in D such that for any holomorphic 2-plane P at a point in the 
neighborhood, IK(P) + 4/(n + l)] < E so that K(P,) #K(P). It follows that 
the orbit of p is compact and hence Aut(D) is compact. (This conclusion 
was established in [38] by essentially the present reasoning.) 
This reasoning can in fact be localized at single boundary points and 
thereby extended to more general situations. More precisely, suppose D C Cc” 
is any open set and let p E aD = 070 be a point of local smoothness of aD: 
that is, in a neighborhood of p suppose that (D, aD) is diffeomorphic to 
(I?:, lR2”-‘). Suppose further that the Bergman kernel K of D has an 
asymptotic expansion of Fefferman type in a neighborhood (in d x D) of the 
point (p, p). (This last hypothesis presumes, in particular, that D has a 
strictly plurisubharmonic defining function near p.) Then calculations as 
before show that there is an open set U c Cc” with p E U such that the 
curvature tensor at z E Un D of the Bergman metric of D converges to the 
constant negative holomorphic sectional curvature tensor of the ball as z + 
Un aD. If U is small enough, it holds that there is a C > 0 so that, for 
qEDnu, 
(Bergman metric of D at q) 
2 C . [dis(q, aD)-‘1 x (Euclidean metric). 
(There is a corresponding upper bound on the Bergman metric, but it is not 
needed here.) This fact is proved by direct calculations with the Fefferman 
expansion (cf. [38] or [ 191). Now suppose that Aut(D) has the property that 
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for some point x E D, the closure (in Cn) of the orbit of x under Aut(D) 
contains p. Then the closure of the orbit of any point y E D contains p. To 
see this, notice first that the (finite) Bergman metric distance from x to y is 
preserved under automorphisms. On the other hand, the Bergman metric is 
an increasing multiple of the Euclidean metric as p is approached, the rate of 
increase being as noted above. Thus if {ai} G Aut(D) is such that a,(x) + p 
then the Euclidean distance from a,(x) to a,(r) goes to 0 as i + co so that 
a,(y) must also tend to p. It follows that, under these circumstances, the 
Bergman metric of D is complete (in particular, D is pseudoconvex). Here 
completeness is deduced by noting that for any y E D and R > 0 the closed 
Bergman metric ball of radius R is compact (since the ai image of this ball is 
clearly compact for i large). Finally, as before, the holomorphic sectional 
curvature of D is shown to be everywhere -4/(n + 1). Thus the Lu Qi-Keng 
theorem applies and D is biholomorphic to the ball. (These results are in fact 
a special case of a very general result of Rosay [55], obtained by another 
method, that if D is a bounded domain and if the closure of the Aut(D) orbit 
of some point x E D contains a C2 strictly pseudoconvex boundary point 
then D is biholomorphic to the ball.) 
The circumstances described in the preceding paragraph do in fact arise. 
For instance, if D @ C” is a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain and 
p E aD is a point of strong pseudoconvexity then the localization argument 
used in [lo] (cf. Lemma 1 of Section 5) applies to show that the Bergman 
kernel has the required asymptotic expansion near p. 
Theorem 1.1 and the interior C”O stability of the Bergman metric together 
imply that the bound of the orbit of p away from the boundary of D can be 
taken to be stable under perturbation of D: 
LEMMA 1.9. If D, is a C” strongly pseudoconvex domain not 
biholomorphic to the ball, then there is a neighborhood P of D, in the C” 
topology, a positive number 6, and a point p E D, such that if D E 9 then 
p E D and distance (f(p), bD) > 6 for all f E Aut(D). (Here distance means 
Euclidean distance). 
The lemma just given can be used to prove the following theorem. This 
theorem is a special case of a more general result, to be treated elsewhere 
[20], that asserts in effect that the automorphism group of a domain depends 
in an upper semi-continuous fashion on the domain itself. (For related results 
in Riemannian geometry, see [ 1, 9,251 and especially [21], which contains 
some of the ideas on which the following proof is based.) 
THEOREM 1.10. The set of C”O strongly pseudoconvex domains in C”, 
n > 2, with no automorphism other than the identity map is open in the set of 
all Cm strongly pseudoconvex domains with the C” topology. 
It was shown in [6] that the set of Coo strongly pseudoconvex domains 
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without nontrivial automorphisms is dense: thus such domains, called rigid, 
are generic, i.e., they form an open dense set. In particular, the set of real 
analytic strongly pseudoconvex rigid domains is dense in the C”O strongly 
pseudoconvex domains. This is so because real analytic domains are dense 
and the intersection of a dense open set (rigid domains) and a dense set (real 
analytic domains) is dense. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Suppose, for a proof by contradiction, that {Dj ) 
j = 1,2,...) is a sequence of P strongly pseudoconvex domains converging 
in the C” topology to a P strongly pseudoconvex domain D, with 
Aut(D,) = {identity,,} but with, for each j, Aut(D,) # {identity,}. If 
{a,: D, + D,} is any sequence of holomorphic maps, then by the usual 
normal families argument there is a map a,: D, + & such that some subse- 
quence of the a, converge to a, uniformly on compact subsets of D, to a,,. 
Now suppose that in fact the a,: D, + D, are each automorphisms. By 
Lemma 1.9, since D, is definitely not biholomorphic to the ball, there is a 
point) p E D, such that for some 6 > 0 the points a,(p) lie in {x E Di 1 
distance(x, 80,) > S} for all sufficiently large j and hence lie in 
{x E D, ] distance@, D,) > 6/2} for all sufficiently large j. It follows again 
from normal families considerations that the map aO: D, -+ & obtained as 
the limit of a subsequence of the oj is in fact a bijective holomorphic map 
at,: D,+ D, and is thus an automorphism (see [51] for the proof that a 
bijective holomorphic map is an automorphism; note, however, that in the 
present context the fact that da, is everywhere nonvanishing follows more 
directly, for instance, either from the interior stability of the Bergman metric 
and the fact that da, is isometric for the Bergman metric of D, or from 
Hurwitz’s theorem). 
Since Aut(D,) = {identity,,}, the map a,: D, + D, is the identity. Thus to 
obtain a contradiction it suffices to show that the sequence {a,: D, + D,} 
could have been chosen to be bounded away from the identity for all large j 
on some compact subset of D, ; for then no subsequence of the {a,} could 
converge to the identity map of D,. To establish the possibility of so 
choosing the a,, some arguments from Riemannian geometry will be used 
(cf. [21,25]). For convenience in the following argument, assume without 
loss of generality that for all j, p E D, and distance (p, 80,) > S/2, p being as 
earlier in the proof, 
There exists an E > 0 (independent ofj) such that if the orbit of p under 
Aut(D,) is contained in the Bergman metric (of 0,) ball of size E around p 
then there is a fixed point of Aut(D,) contained in this ball. To see this, it 
suffices to observe that: the group Aut(D,) will be compact if the orbit ofp is 
bounded in the Bergman metric and so compact, and if the orbit of p is 
contained in a sufficiently small ball aroundp then the orbit will have a well- 
defined Riemannian center of mass in the ball, which will be a fixed point of 
601/43/1-2 
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the group action. The smallness of the ball required is stable under C” 
perturbation of the metric and can hence be chosen uniformly in j (see [25] 
for the definition of center of mass and the existence of a fixed point). Here 
the fact is being used that the Bergman metrics of the D, converge Cm 
uniformly on compact sets to the Bergman metric of D, ; thus stable 
geometric quantities (convexity radii, etc.) are estimated for the D, by their 
values for D,. 
Suppose that aj E Aut(D,) bounded away from the identity on the 
Euclidean ball of radius 6/4 around p cannot be chosen. By passing to a 
subsequence if necessary, it can be assumed that Aut(Dj) restricted to this 
ball converges to the identity. Then, as noted, for all large j there will be a 
fixed point, saypj, for Aut(Dj) with pj in the Bergman metric ball of radius E 
around p. (Without loss of generality, it can and will be assumed that the 
Bergman metric balls of radius 2~ around p for the Bergman metrics of the 
Dj are all contained in the Euclidean ball of radius 6/4 around p.) Then, for 
all large j, Aut(DJ is isomorphic to a subgroup 17 of the unitary group via 
the map a + da IPi, as usual. Now, since the unitary group does not contain 
arbitrarily small nontrivial subgroups, there is a positive constant 11 > 0 such 
that for each (large) j there is an element p, E Aut(D,) with the distance of 
d/3 IPj to the identity >q, where distance is relative to some fixed bi-invariant 
metric on the unitary group. But this fact, together with the facts that the 
Bergman metrics of the Dj converge C”O to that of D uniformly on the 
Euclidean ball of radius 36/B around p and that the pj lie in the fixed 
compact closed ball of Euclidean radius 6/4 around p, implies that the action 
of the elements /Ii does not converge to the identity on the Euclidean ball 
around p of radius 36/B. This contradiction completes the proof. 1 
A similar but simpler form of argument will be used to prove the next 
result: 
THEOREM 1.11. Each biholomorphic equivalence class is closed in the 
C* topology on the set of C” strongly pseudoconvex domains. 
ProoJ It suffices to show that if ( Dj 1 j = 1,2,...} is a sequence of 
mutually biholomorphic C” strongly pseudoconvex domains and if the 
sequence {Dj) converges in the Cm sense to a C” strongly pseudoconvex 
domain D, then D, is biholomorphic to D,. To prove this, consider first the 
case that D, is biholomorphic to the ball. Let aj: D, + D, be biholomorphic 
maps. Choose a point p E D,. Then p E D, for all large j, say j >j,. Choose 
a point q E D,. Since the ball is homogeneous, composition of a suitable 
automorphism of D, (taking q to a;‘(p)) with aj will produce 
biholomorphic maps /3,: D, + D, with p,(q) = p for each j > j,. By a 
standard normal families argument as before, a subsequence of the sequence 
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{/?,} converges uniformly on compact subsets of D, to a map D L -) D,, 
which is necessarily biholomorphic. 
Now suppose that D, is not biholomorphic to the ball. Choose a point 
p E D, with the property that for some holomorphic 2-plane P at p the 
sectional curvature K(P) of P in the Bergman metric of D, is not 
-4/(n + 1); as before, such a choice is’ possible according to the previously 
noted theorem of [47]. By Theorem 1.1, there is a positive number 6 such 
that for all suffkiently large j, the sectional curvature K of every 
holomorphic 2-plane at any point of {x E D, ( distance(x, 80,) < S} has the 
property that IK + 4/(n + 1)1 < 4 IK(P) + 4/(n + 1)l. Then for all sufficiently 
large j, a,(p) in D, has Euclidean distance at least 6 from 80, since a, is a 
holomorphic isometry of Bergman metrics. Again by a standard normal 
families argument there is a subsequence of the a, which converges uniformly 
on compact subsets of D to a holomorphic limit mapping a,,: D, + 6, ; and, 
since aO(p) clearly cannot belong to 8D,,, it further follows that a,, is a 
biholomorphic map a,,: D, + D, as required. I 
A very minor extension of this argument yields a slightly stronger result: 
THEOREM 1.11’. If {D,} and {D;} are sequences of C”’ strongly 
pseudoconvex domains with (0,) converging in the C” sense to the C”O 
strongly pseudoconvex domain D,, and {D;} to the Cm strongly 
pseudoconvex doinain 0; and if, for each j, DJ is biholomorphic to D;, then 
D, is biholomorphic to Db. 
Proof. The case where both D, and D& are biholomorphic to the ball 
being trivial, it suffices to establish the theorem under the additional 
assumption that D,, say, is not biholomorphic to the ball. Then as before 
there is a point p E D, and a holomorphic 2-plane P at p with K(P) # 
-4/(n + 1). For all sufficiently large j, p E D, and the sectional curvature 
K,(P) of P in the Bergman metric of D, satisfies [K,(P) + 4/(n + 1)l > 
4 [K(P) + 4/(n + 1)l. Applying Theorem 1.1 yields as usual a 6 > 0 such that 
for all sufficiently large j all holomorphic sectional curvatures K of the 
Bergman metric of 0; at points of 0; of distance less than 6 from 80; satisfy 
IK + 4/(n + 1)l < f. IK(P) + 4/(n + 1)l. This gives a bound away from the 
boundaries of the images of p under the biholomorphic equivalences D, + 0; 
and the argument concludes as before. fl 
Theorems 1.10, 1.11, and 1.11’ are related to but not implied by the usual 
theory of Chem-Moser invariants. For instance, if D, and 06 are C” 
strongly pseudoconvex domains for which a specific Chem-Moser invariant 
at some point q E 80, fails to agree with that same one at any boundary 
point of Db then D, and DI, are not biholomorphic; and because of the 
continuous dependence of Chern-Moser invariants on the variation of the 
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domain in the C” topology, two domains C“’ close to D, and 06, respec- 
tively, will also be inequivalent. However, because the invariants are local, 
the (global) inequivalence of two domains need not arise from this type of 
inequality of invariants so that Theorem 1.11’ must be invoked to deduce 
stability of biholomorphic inequivalence. Similarly, the existence (and 
density) of domains without automorphisms other than the identity can be 
obtained from Chern-Moser invariants constructions [6]; but a specific 
domain D, with Aut(D,) = {identity} might have this property without an 
obstruction on the invariant level being in evidence so that Theorem 1.10 
would be required to see that all Cm nearby domains were also without 
nontrivial automorphisms. These considerations are analogous to the 
situations in Riemannian geometry where local invariants need not detect 
global rigidities: for instance, a compact manifold of constant negative 
curvature has locally free mobility, but its (global) isometry group is at most 
finite. 
As noted earlier, all C” (strongly pseudoconvex) domains sufftciently C” 
close to the ball but not biholomorphic to it have the property that the 
actions of their automorphism groups are real-diffeomorphism conjugate to 
unitary group actions on complex Euclidean space. The question then 
naturally arises of equivariant realization: of finding for each such domain a 
biholomorphic domain on which the automorphism group action is realized 
in a particularly simple way, namely, in which the automorphism group acts 
as the restriction of a unitary action on C”. Local versions of the following 
global result were known classically (cf. [ 141 and related ideas in [60]). 
THEOREM 1.12. If K is a compact subset of the unit ball in G” and if?- 
is any C” neighborhood of the unit ball, then there is a C* neighborhood 22 
of the unit ball such that: 
(i) If D is in g but D is not biholomorphic to the ball then the fuced 
point set Fb of the automorphism group of D is nonempty; 
(ii) If D is in %/, if0 is not biholomorphic to the ball and ~fFb n K is 
nonempty, then there is a domain D’ E T such that D’ is biholomorphic to 
D and the automorphism group of D’ acts on D’ as the restriction to D’ of 
the standard action of some subgroup of the unitary group on C”. 
Proof of Part (i). This is just the second statement of Theorem 1.6 
reiterated for convenience in formulating Part (ii). 
Proof of Part (ii). Note first that the set A, of automorphisms of the ball 
which take a point P E K to the origin is a compact set and that there is a 
ball B of radius 1 + E, E > 0, around the origin such that each member of A, 
extends to be a holomorphic mapping of this ball (not necessarily onto 
itself). This is an elementary consequence of the explicitly known form of the 
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automorphisms of the ball as linear fractional transformations. It follows 
immediately that if ‘W is any C” neighborhood of the unit ball there is a P’ 
neighborhood 3& of the unit ball with the property that any member of A, 
maps (when analytically extended to the ball of radius 1 + a) any element of 
WK biholomorphically to an element of W. Thus it suffices to establish 
Theorem 1.12 for the case that K is the set consisting of the origin of C” 
alone. 
Suppose then that D is a domain that is C”O close to the ball and that the 
origin 0 in C” is fixed under the automorphisms of D. Consider the mapping 
F (introduced by Bergman: the “representative domain;” see also [14]) 
defined by, for each z E D, 
Z-5 
( 
a log K(z, t) ) = 
% 
t 0 ,..., $logK(r,f)I,=, , 
” 1 
where the differentiation of the Bergman kernel is on the second variable and 
where (ti ,..., t,,) is a linear coordinate system on Cc” chosen so that 
apt, ,...) a/at,, is a unitary frame at 0 relative to the Bergman metric of D. 
The “representative” mapping, which can be thus formally deftned for any 
domain, need not in general be actually defined (e.g., K might have a zero). 
But in case D is sufficiently P close to the ball, then K(z, t) is without 
zeroes ([ 191; also Theorem 1.15 later in this section) so the map F is defined 
on all of D. In case D equals the ball, the mapping F is the identity or a 
unitary rotation about 0 if a frame a/at,,..., a/at, different from the standard 
G” frame is chosen. But K(z, t) is C”O stable on the closure of the domain 
under C” perturbation of the domain for t bounded away from the boundary 
(Theorem 3.38). Thus the mapping F is a real diffeomorphism onto its image 
if D is suiIiciently P’ close to the ball, f being in that case C’ close to the 
identity (or to a rotation), cf. [50]. Note here that of course the 
a/at, ,...) a/at,, will be different for different D’s, but that these frames will all 
be close, up to a fixed constant factor, to unitary for the C” metric, the 
Bergman metric of D at 0 being close to the Bergman metric of the unit ball 
at 0 (= a constant times the C” metric). 
Direct calculations show that the action of the automorphisms of D 
transferred by the biholomorphic map f to f(D) is the action of a subgroup 
of the unitary group on C” restricted tof(D). 1 
The essentialness of the role in the proof of Theorem 1.12 of the 
hypothesis that FD n K # 0 is easy to see: If every fixed point of Aut(D) is 
very close to the boundary of the ball even though interior to the ball, then 
the (linear fractional) automorphism of the ball that takes a fixed point of 
Aut(D) to the origin will have a singular set that contains points very close 
to the boundary of the ball (but of course outside the ball). To ensure in this 
case that the intersection of D and this singular set is empty thus requires in 
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general that D be very (Co) close to the ball. And of course, the closeness of 
the linear fractionally transformed domain to the ball will require even more 
extreme C” closeness to the ball of the original domain. It is unknown to the 
authors, however, whether every domain every domain sufficiently C” close 
to the ball has an equivariant realization (not necessarily close to the ball) in 
the sense of the theorem. Examples of the following type suggest that 
perhaps such equivariant realization is not always possible and also further 
illustrate the role of the FD n K # 0 hypothesis. 
Suppose that a domain D in C2 is Cm so close to the ball that the 
curvature of the Bergman metric of D is negative (as guaranteed by 
Corollary 1.3). Suppose also that D is invariant under the mappings 
(zl,z2)+ (-z1,z2) and (zl,z2)+ (z,, -zJ; then the origin is the only 
possibility for a fixed point of Aut(D). Also L, = {(zi , ZJ E D / z2 = 0) and 
L, = { (zi, ZJ E D 1 z, = 0) are complex submanifolds of D that are totally 
geodesic in D relative to its Bergman metric. If D is not biholomorphic to 
the ball, so that Aut(D) has a fixed point, which is necessarily the origin, 
then any automorphism of D is as usual determined by its differential at the 
origin. It is shown in [lo] that the C” extensions of the elements of Aut(D) 
to b are determined by the compactification of the limiting behavior of 
geodesics going to the boundary. In the present case of negative curvature, it 
is thus easy to see from the fact that L, is totally geodesic that if an 
automorphism 01 extended to D fixes a boundary point in L, then its 
differential fixes a tangent vector at the origin of the form (1, 0), ), # 0, and 
hence that a preserves all of L, and acts as identity upon it (cf. [8]). Similar 
remarks hold for L,. In particular, if for some z, and z2 both (z, , 0) E ~30 
and (0, z2) E aD are fixed by the extension of a to D then a is the identity. 
By introducing suitable perturbations of the boundary of the ball in 
neighborhoods of (1, 0), (0, l), (-1,0) and (0, -l), one can find a domain D 
as described which has as automorphisms precisely the maps (zi, z2) + 
(-z,, z2), (zi, z2) + (zi, -z&, (zi, ZJ + (-zI, -z2) and the identity, it being 
enough to check as noted that (1,O) can go only to (-1,0) or itself and 
(0, 1) to (0, -1) or itself. This latter condition can be obtained by making 
the Chern-Moser invariants assume suitable (equal) values at (1,0) and 
(-LO) and respectively at (0, 1) and (0,-l) (cf. [6]). (This type of 
construction can be used to produce domains having as an automorphism 
group any given finite subgroup of the unitary group.) Now applying a 
linear fractional transformation to D which moves the origin to very near the 
boundary will at the same time move the points (1, 0), (0, l), (-LO), and 
(0, -1) to a small neighborhood of a fixed boundary point; and it will also 
diminish the size in C” of the perturbations. This shows how small pertur- 
bations can become large ones by application of (the inverse of) a linear 
fractional transformation. 
It is natural in view of the proof of Theorem 1.12 to inquire whether, by 
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representative coordinates or by some other means, it can be shown that a 
complex structure on the ball which is in some appropriate sense close to the 
standard structure can always be realized as a domain. A more general result 
of this type was established by Hamilton in [26] using the Nash generalized 
implicit function theorem technique. The results to be established in 
Section 3 make possible a brief proof. The use of $-techniques to prove this 
theorem was originally suggested by L. Hiirmander and M. Kuranishi (see 
also [35] for some related but weaker results; cf. also [63]). 
THEOREM 1.13. If D is a C”O strongly pseudoconvex domain in a 
complex mantfold A4 and % is any neighborhood of D in the set of domains 
in M with C”O boundary equipped with the C”O topology, then there is a 
neighborhood 7 of the complex structure of D in the set of all almost 
complex structures on D that extend Cm to D, with the C”O topology, with 
the property that the complex manifold structures determined on D by the 
integrable elements of F are each biholomorphic to some domain that 
belongs to V. 
Here strong pseudoconvexity of D is to mean that D not only has strongly 
pseudoconvex boundary but also that D admits a strictly plurisubharmonic 
function. 
Informally stated, the result is that any sufficiently small C” perturbation 
of the complex structure of D is realized by a domain close to D. It will be 
apparent in the proof of Theorem 1.13 that the number of derivatives 
involved in the specification of the neighborhood 7 in terms of the number 
involved in specifying % and in particular the number involved for Y when 
5% is unrestricted can be explicitly determined. The details of this point are 
left to the reader. 
Proof ,of Theorem 1.13. For simplicity, informal description in terms of 
C” smallness will be used. Consider first the case in which M = C”. Let&: 
D + C” be the functions&(@ , ,..., LJ) = zl. Of course, ,iT$fi = 0 if & is the a- 
operator for the standard complex structure n,, on D. If n is any almost 
complex structure on d which is integrable on D and which is C”O close to 
n,, on D, then &f, is, for each i = l,..., n, C”O small on D. According to the 
results of Section 3, there is a solution ui of the equation 8nur = 8f, with ui 
Cm small, the smallness being uniform over variations of lI which are C” 
close to ZZ,,. (The informality of language being used here in the interest of 
brevity perhaps slightly obscures a vital point: namely, it is indispensable in 
the proof that the 8r.r estimates be stable under perturbation of fl. 
Specifically, the stability of Sobolev estimates for the 8 equation 
(Theorem 3.10) is definitely needed. Combined with the (well-known) 
stability of the Sobolev embedding theorem estimates (Proposition 2.3), this 
implies stability of C’ estimates on 6. Without this stability, only realization 
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of a fixed subdomain GD can be obtained.) In particular, if li’ is C” 
sufficiently close to I7,, then the ui are so C’ small on D that the map 
cf x Ul , . . .T f, - u,): D -+ Cc” is a (real) diffeomorphism and are so C” small 
on D that the image of D under this map is an element of %. (Here the fact 
that a perturbation, C’ small on D, of a diffeomorphism, in this case the 
identity, is again a diffeomorphism has been used, cf. [50].) Since 
a,(& - Ui) = Jnf;. - Jnf;. = 0, the map (fi - U, ,..., f, - u,) is holomorphic 
and, being a real diffeomorphism, is thus biholomorphic. 
To treat the case of general A4 in Theorem 1.13, note first that by 
Grauert’s solution of the Levi problem there is a domain in M which is a 
Stein manifold and which contains D (e.g., a slight push-out M of D along 
its exterior normal). Thus without loss of generality, M may be taken to be a 
Stein manifold. Let f,,..., f, b e h 1 o omorphic functions on M such that the 
map z jF (fi(z),...,f&>) E CN, z E M, is a proper embedding. It is a 
standard result that there is a neighborhood of the image of M which 
holomorphically retracts to the image of M; let U be such a neighborhood of 
F(M) and R: U-+ F(M) such a retraction. As before, let U, ,..., uN be 
functions, C”O small on D, which satisfy &ui = %fi ; here, as before, the 
existence of such functions is guaranteed by Theorem 3.10. The map z + 
R((f, - u,)(z),..., df, - u,)(z)) will then be defined on d and C” close to the 
map F on D; in particular, it will be C’ close to F on D and hence a (real) 
diffeomorphism; it is holomorphic since R is and thefi - ui are. Finally the 
map z -F-‘[R(dfi - u,)(z),..., (& - r+)(z))] will be a holomorphic map 
which is a real diffeomorphism onto a domain in M which is C” close 
toD. 1 
Theorem 1.13 combined with the remarks in the proof of Theorem 1.12 on 
the stability of representative coordinates yields the following result: 
COROLLARY 1.14. If E is any compact subset of the ball B and 22 any 
C” neighborhood of B then there is a C”O neighborhood 7“ of the standard 
structure in the complex structures of B that are C* on B such that for any 
structure in Y the representative coordinate mapping at any point of E for 
the Bergman kernel function of that structure is a biholomorphic mapping 
onto a domain in P. 
In this corollary, the Bergman kernel could a priori be defined in terms of 
L* holomorphic (n, 0) forms without use of the information that each 
structure in 7 is biholomorphic to a domain (cf. [22,39,61]). 
It would be of interest to obtain a result of the same general type as 
Theorem 1.13 in which the required closeness of complex structure was 
formulated in terms of the closeness of complex structure tensors in the 
interior of the domain, the domain being considered as an abstract complex 
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manifold without boundary. There are two natural candidates for deter- 
mining such closeness: the C” weak topology (on tensors) and the C” 
strong topology (see [50] or [3 11). The C’O weak topology, since it exerts no 
control at the boundary, cannot yield a result of the appropriate type: for 
instance, any C*) weak neighborhood of the standard structure on the ball 
contains a structure biholomorphic to any fmed complex structure on IR’“, 
since there is then a real diffeomorphism of the unit ball to R2’ which is a 
biholomorphic map of a sub-ball of radius arbitrarily close to 1 onto its 
image. (This fact is indeed just the observation that any complex manifold 
contains a subdomain biholomorphic to the ball applied to this specific 
case.) There is a P strong neighborhood of the standard complex structure 
on the ball with the property that every complex structure in this 
neighborhood is biholomorphic to a domain near the ball; this follows 
essentially from Theorem 1.13. Such a neighborhood can be chosen to imply, 
for any given k, Ck extension of the complex structures in the neighborhood 
across the boundary and Ck closeness of the extensions to the standard 
structure; a Ck version of Theorem 1.13 holds in fact (for any sufficiently 
large finite k), as an examination of the proof reveals, and the existence of 
thk required biholomorphic maps of the abstract structures to domains 
follows. However, such a C”O strong neighborhood of the standard complex 
structure on the ball can also be chosen so as to force all the complex 
structures in the neighborhood to be biholomorphic to the ball itself (though 
not necessarily via the identity map, of course). This follows easily from 
observing that such a neighborhood can be chosen so that for any complex 
structure in the neighborhood the associated CR-structure on the boundary 
(determined by the extension of the structure across the boundary) is the 
same as the standard CR-structure on the boundary of the ball; this CR 
equivalence then extends to a biholomorphic equivalence of the interior of 
the ball in the varied structure to the ball with its standard structure. (This 
extension property does not of course hold in arbitrary generality, e.g., in the 
case of nonconnected boundary, but in the present case it is in effect just 
Hartogs’ phenomenon). Thus the appropriate intrinsic formulation of 
Theorem 1.13 is not obtained either in the C”O weak topology or the C” 
strong topology. These matters are related to questions of metric charac- 
terization of biholomorphism classes (cf. [ 18,221). 
Examination of the proof of Theorem 1.13 suggests that a result of the 
same type should hold whenever the 8 1-cohomology vanishes and the 
solutions of $U = f, f a (0, 1) form, satisfy appropriate bounds and are well- 
behaved in terms of stability under perturbations. The following result, which 
follows easily from the proof techniques used for Theorem 1.13 together with 
the stability of solutions of 2 noted in Theorem 3.37, verifies this expectation 
(like Theorem 1.13, it was originally proved in [26] using the Nash implicit 
function theorem technique). 
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THEOREM 1.13’. Suppose that D is an open subset of a Stein manifold 
M, D has compact closure and smooth boundary, and the Levi form of some 
defining function for D (negative in D) is nondegenerate at each point of 80 
with either no negative eigenvalues or at least two negative eigenvalues. If P 
is any neighborhood of D in the set of domains in M with C”O boundary with 
the C” topology, then there is a neighborhood T:^  of the complex structure of 
D in the almost complex structures on D that extend C” to b with the C” 
topology with the property that the complex manifold structures determined 
on D by the integrable elements of 7” are each biholomorphic to some 
domain that belongs to P. 
The hypothesis that the number of negative eigenvalues is nowhere equal 
to 1 is esential not only for the proof described here but also for the 
conclusion (see the remarks in [32] and the example in [26]). 
The stability properties of the curvature of the Bergman metric so far 
discussed are as noted consequences of strong stability properties of the 
Bergman kernel function itself. One aspect of these stability properties, 
formulated in the following theorem, is related to the Lu Qi-Keng conjecture 
that the kernel function of a simply connected domain in G” has no zeroes 
(see [19] for a detailed derivation of this theorem, cf. [22,58] for discussion 
of the Lu Qi-Keng conjecture). 
THEOREM 1.15. If D, is a C” strongly pseudoconvex domain with the 
property that there is a positive number E such that IKb,,(z, w)l > E for all 
z, w E D,, then for any number A E (0,l) there is a C” neighborhood PA of 
D, such that for each D E PA, 1 K,(z, w)l > AE for all z, w E D. 
Theorem 1.15 follows immediately from the stability of the asymptotic 
expansion (Theorem 5.3) and the C“’ stability of K for z, w  not both close to 
each other and close to the boundary (Theorem 3.38). 
The stability of the asymptotic expansion can be used to obtain stable 
estimates of the behavior of the Kobayashi metric near the boundary of the 
type originally obtained in [ 161. It is in fact possible to obtain these stable 
estimates without use of information concerning the Bergman kernel, by 
using the metric near the boundary determined by the Levi form of -log w  
for a suitable defining function ly for the domain. This method is given in 
[38]; the foliowing result follows from the stability of the constructions 
there. The details, being similar to previously used arguments, are omitted 
for brevity. To formulate the result, let 6, be the function defined in a 
neighborhood of the boundary of_a P-boundary domain D, by 6,,(z) = 
(dista_nce from z to aD,) if z E D,, r&(z) = -(distance from z to 30,) if 
z G?! D,. If D, is a C” strongly pseudoconvex domain, then there is a C”, 
convex (increasing) function h: IR -+ R with h(0) = 0 and h’(0) = I such that 
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h 0 SD, is (Coo) strictly plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of the boundary 
80, of D,. 
THEOREM 1.16. If D, is a C* strongly pseudoconvex domain and h: 
IR + iT? is a convex function such that h(0) = 0, h’(0) = 1 and h 0 6b0 is 
strictly plurisubharmonic at every point z with the distance of z to aD, less 
than a positive number 6, then there is a Cm neighborhood ~8 of D, such that 
(1) for every D E P’, the function h o 6, is strictly plurisubharmonic at every 
point z with the distance of z to 80 less than 612 and (2) the iqftnitesimal 
Kobayashi metric F(z, <) satisfies the following boundary limits uniformly 
with respect to variation of D E P’: 
and tfV(h 0 6,) I,, - 4 = 0 then 
Here 
and convergence in the second limit is through a cone of any jikced aperture 
about the interior normal at zO. 
Throughout this section, a major role has been played by the fact that 
every automorphism of a domain is an isometry of its Bergman metric. For a 
general Kiihler manifold, the group of isometries may be much larger in 
dimension than the group of holomorphic isometries; this is true, for 
example, for C”. For the unit ball with the Bergman metric, every isometry is 
either holomorphic or conjugate holomorphic so that the full isometry group 
has the same dimension as the automorphism group, the isometry group 
being in fact a two component group with the automorphism group the 
identity component. The following result describes a general relationship 
between the automorphism group of a strongly pseudoconvex domain and 
the isometry group of its Bergman metric. 
THEOREM 1.17. Zf D is a C”O strongly pseudoconvex domain, then every 
isometty of D relative to the Bergman metric is either holomorphic or 
conjugate holomorphic. 
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ProoJ First it will be shown that if a: D + D is an isometry of D relative 
to the Bergman metric and if P is a holomorphic 2-plane at z E D (i.e., a real 
2-plane such that JP = P, where J is the complex structure tensor) then a* P 
is a holomorphic 2-plane at a(z). Suppose, for a proof by contradiction, that 
a,P is not holomorphic. Then there is a positive number E such that the 
angle between a, P and any holomorphic 2-plane at a(z) is at least E. Choose 
a curve C: [0, 1) -+ D such that C(0) = z and such that C is eventually 
outside any compact set, i.e., for any compact set E in D there is a 
t, E [0, 1) such that C(f) E D -E if t > t,. Consider the parallel translation 
P, of P along the curve C. Since a is an isometry, a, P, is the parallel tran- 
slation of a* P along the curve t + a(C(t)). And since a is a diffeomorphism, 
t + a(C(t)) is also eventually outside any compact set. Since parallel tran- 
slation preserves the complex structure tensor in a Kahler manifold, P, is a 
holomorphic 2-plane for all t, and the sectional curvature of the holomorphic 
plane P, converges as t + 1 - to -4/(n + 1) since the curvature tensor of the 
Bergman metric of D converges at the boundary of D to the curvature tensor 
of constant holomorphic sectional curvature -4/(n + 1). Again because 
parallel translation preserves the set of holomorphic 2-planes as well as 
lengths and angles, the angle between a*P, and any holomorphic 2-plane at 
a(C(t)) is at least E. But then, because as t+ l- the curvature tensor at 
a(C(t)) converges to the curvature tensor of constant holomorphic sectional 
curvature -4/(n + l), lim supt,r- IK(a*P,)I Q sup{]&(Q)]: the angle from Q 
to every holomorphic 2-plane >E}, where K is the sectional curvature of the 
Bergman metric and K, the sectional curvature function of the curvature 
tensor of constant holomorphic sectional curvature -4/(n + 1). The 
supremum on the right-hand side equals +(l/(n + I))(1 + 3 cos’ E) < 
4/(n + 1) [40]. But K(a*P,) =K(P,) since a is an isometry so 
lim,,, - K(a, P,) = -4/(n + 1). This contradiction completes the proof that, 
for any holomorphic 2-plane P, a,P is also a holomorphic 2-plane. 
Now J, acts on any holomorphic 2-plane at z E D as a rotation through 
angle 7112. Since a* is an isometric linear map, it follows that either a* J, = 
Jrrcrja* or a* J, = -JacZ)a*. Since the set of all holomorphic 2-planes (at 
every point of D) is connected and since every vector belongs to some 
holomorphic 2-plane, continuity considerations show that either a* J, = 
J,,,,a, for all z ED or a,J, = -JacZja* for all z E D, i.e., a is either 
holomorphic or conjugate holomorphic. 1 
Minor modification of the previous argument yields the following more 
general result: 
THEOREM 1.17’. If F: M, + M, is a locally isometric map of a (not 
necessarily complete) connected Kdhler manifold M, to another M, and if 
there is a sequence {pi} in M, such that the curvature tensor at {pi} 
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converges to a curvature tensor of constant non-zero holomorphic sectional 
curvature, then F is either holomorphic or coqjugate holomorphic. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
All domains will be bounded connected subsets of C” with C’ boundary, 
j > 2. The last restiction is imposed because in its absence the function z I+ 
dis(z, 80) is not differentiable and because even the most rudimentary 
constructions on strongly pseudoconvex domains (the Levi form, the Levi 
polynomial) require C* boundary. 
There is some difficulty with fixing notation because the work interacts 
closely with [ 10, 12, 141 all of which use different notation. However, the 
most delicate and detailed calculations will be performed for Fefferman’s 
asymptotic expansion; therefore the notation of [lo] has been adopted. Any 
danger of confusion will be addressed in context. 
First define, for any open subset U of C” and any function8 U+ C which 
is Cj (in the real sense), a (possibly infinite) norm 
here standard multi-index notation is used (a, /I nonnegative multi-indices, 
]a ], ] /?I their total order). This norm induces a topology, the C’ topology, on 
the linear space of all C’ functions f: U+ Cc for which ]] f ]]cl(Ur is finite. The 
notations 
( 1 
$ Pf =Kf =L, ,,...‘I,, 
and their complex conjugate analogues will be used interchangeably in the 
sequel with no further comment. 
There is a corresponding metric on the space of C” functions which is 
defined as follows. First suppose U c Rm is open and f, g: U+ IF?’ are C”. 
Define the P metric d by 
00 1 
ddf, g)= kzo ,azk (k! m! Z2k) 
x IIkvcf- gLJ(l + II (3 u- 4,.,)~ 
Extend this definition to P functions f, g: M+ R’, M a Cm manifold of 
dimension m, via a fixed coordinate atlas. 
Notice that if f, g E C”(U, R’) and E > 0 then f and g are C” within E of 
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each other once they are CK sufficiently close, K = K(E). For it is possible to 
choose K so large that 
This remark extends trivially to the manifold case. 
By definition, a domain D G C” has C’ boundary if its boundary is locally 
the graph of a Cj function. Equivalently, D has Cj boundary if there is a 
function w  E Cj(c”) such that 
(i) D = {z E C”: y(z) > O}. 
(ii) ‘D= {z E C”: v(z) < 0), 
Zd). 
where ‘D is by definition {z E C” j 
(iii) ]Vw] # 0 on i3D. 
If D c G” has C’ boundary, i: 80 + C” is the injection, let U be a 
neighborhood of i in the Cj topology on maps of i?D into C”. A 
corresponding neighborhood of D in the Cj topology is {D’ c G”: 
80’ = h(BD), some h E U}. These open sets form a base for the Cj topology 
on domains in C”, as described in Section 1. 
It will be useful to have a canonical choice of defining function vD for 
domains D so that C’ proximity of domains D, to D, can be read off from 
Ci proximity of vD, and vo,: Fix a domain D,. The implicit function 
theorem implies that (letting 6(z) = aDo = dist(z, 80,)) 
IJo&) = 4&), ZED,, 
4%J&) = -4&), Z6Z&, 
is a Cj function on an open neighborhood UD, of LID, (see, for instance, 
[ 15, p. 3021 for a proof of the well-known but seldom-proved fact that w  is 
Cj, not just d- ‘). Let P & be a small neighborhood of D, in the Cj 
topology. There is an E > 0 such that SD = {z E C”: 6,(z) < E} G U, for all 
D,EEF&,. Now the proof that “/oO is Cj shows that, for any multi-indices 
a,Pwith lal+IPI<j, 
is continuous when SD0 x 7& is equipped with the (Euclidean) X Ci-‘n’-‘s’ 
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topology. Letq:lF?+{x>O) satisfy q(x)=0 iflx(>l, dp(x)=l ifIxl<f, 
and ‘p E P. For any D E CD(z), define 
Then w. E C’(C”), is a defining function for D, and depends continuously, in 
the C’ topology of functions, on D E 7’& equipped with the C’ topology 
already introduced. In particular, the open sets 
form a neighborhood basis for D, in the C’ topology. It may also be noted 
that [grad wo(z)l = 1 for all D E YD,, 6,,(z) < s/2. In all that follows, all 
explicit formulations of C’ proximity of domains will be in terms of the 
special defining functions 1y0. Correspondingly, all formulations of Cm 
proximity are in terms of the P metric on the defining functions wo. 
Wherever possible, the exposition in the following sections will be 
simplified by use of the phrase “The expression Q, is C’ stable under Ck 
perturbations of D” or variants thereof. This means that given a domain 
D, c C” with Ck boundary and E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 so that if 
11 VD - h,llck~cq < E then II Q,, - Q, Ilcw~, < E. Any danger of ambiguity 
will be addressed in context. 
The next task is to recall some standard notation from the theory of 
several complex variables. With D G C”, v. as above, the Levi form for D at 
wEaD is 
uz,(w) = c “c-vLJ) 
/,k azj azk 
dz, dz;, 
w 
restricted to the subspace {dz E C”: C (’ @,/a~,) dz, Jw= 0). Then D is 
strongly pseudoconvex if YD is positive definite for all w  E 80. Define the 
Levi polynomial at w  to be X,(z, w) = w,(w) + G (atjfD/az,) I,(z, - w,) + 
4 x,,k (az~,/az, azr() lw(zj - w,)(zk - wk). Again, if D is strongly 
pseudoconvex, Re X,, > 0 for z and w  in D sufficiently near to each other 
and to bD. Therefore the principal branch of log X may be defined and will 
be used repeatedly in the sequel. Define pD(z, w) = )z - WI’ + 
i c em9 iw - (z, - w,)i. 
Let dV(z) denote 2n-dimensional volume measure on C”. The Bergman 
space A*(D) is 
A*(D) = {f E L*(D, dV): f is holomorphic on D}. 
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The Bergman kernel KD is uniquely determined by the properties that 
K,(.,w)EA2,KD(w,.)EA2, and 
for all z E D, f E A’(B). If f E L’(D, dV) then 
PDS(Z) = I KD(Z, w> f(w) w4 D 
is well-defined and PD is the Hilbert space projection of L* onto A’. It is 
known that K,(z, W) is holomorphic in z, conjugate holomorphic in w  and 
that KD E Cm@ x 0\(4 n c?D x aD)) when 3D is C”O (the Cm stipulation 
used here will be refined as a by-product of this paper). This and further 
results about KD may be found in [37] and references therein. 
Now a number of notations and results which belong to the theory of real 
variables need to be collected. Particularly, several function spaces will be 
defined and their properties noted. (For related general results, see [ 13, 46, 
56, 571.) 
The principal spaces to be considered will be the Sobolev spaces. On a 
domain, these spaces are unambiguous provided that the domain satisfies the 
classical uniform cone condition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A domain D G RN is said to satisfy a uniform cone 
condition if there is a finite covering of 30 by open sets U, and a 
corresponding sequence Cj of finite cones, each congruent to some fixed cone 
C such that 
(2.1.1) for some finite M, each Uj has diameter ,cIM; 
(2.1.2) for some E > 0, U Uj 2 R, c {x E D: 6,(x) ( E}; 
(2.1.3) for every.A UxEDnuj (X + Cj) = Q, E D. 
Evidently, domains with C’ boundary satisfy the uniform cone condition 
(indeed, it is enough for the domain to be Lipschitz). If D, is a fixed domain 
with Cj boundary, j > 2, and if Y is a sufficiently small neighborhood of D, 
in the Cj topology, then for D E gr it follows that D, D U D,, D n D, 
satisfy a uniform cone condition where the fixed cone C may be chosen 
uniformly over all D E 7. 
Domains D satisfying the uniform cone condition enjoy the property that 
several definitions of the Sobolev spaces are identical on them, up to 
equivalence of norms. First, ifs E L,(W), let 
f(c) = ( f(t) e”” dt. 
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Define 
Ilfllr.,, = llfll, = j (1 + ltl*)s lh3l’ dt”*- 
RN 
Let H&R”) be the completion of C.~(lF?“‘) in the H, norm. Here CF denotes 
C”O compactly supported functions. If D satisfies the uniform cone condition, 
let 
normed by 
Ilf II H,(D) = inf{ llzllH,(RN,: f ID = f I- 
Of course it requires a theorem (see Proposition 2.2 below) to ensure that the 
set of such3is nonempty. 
If u E P(D), 0 < m E Z, let 
Hmv2(D) = the completion of {u E P(D): IIu[~,,,~ < a~ ) 
in the norm ]I u ]]m,2 E 
( 
*<gcrn ll~=%~,)~‘*]~ 
Let V+*(D) = {u E L*(D): D”u E L*(D) for 0 & ] a] Q m}, where derivatives 
are computed in the weak sense and the norm is the obvious one. Then, up 
to norm equivalence, for 0 < m E if, 
V,*(D) = IF=**(D) = H,(D) 
provided that D satisfies the uniform cone condition [2, p. 44ff.l. 
If fl= MU bM is a Cj manifold with boundary, j > 2, then H,(a) is 
defined via any fixed, finite C’ atlas (see [ 12, Appendix]). 
There are three basic results about Sobolev spaces which will be needed. 
They will all be formulated on I?“, although their analogues on manifolds 
hold without significant change. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Calderon [2, p. 911). If D G RN satisfies the uniform 
cone condition and ifs E Z, s > 0, there is a bounded linear operator 
such that 8f’f ID = f, all f E (0). The norm of this operator will be denoted 
by%. 
607/43/l-3 
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This proposition justifies the identification of ~7, with WV*, H’**. The 
operator Z?$ in fact extends W”,‘,..., IV2. (This is a useful fact.) By an 
inspection of the proof of Proposition 2.2 it can be seen that the norm of the 
extension operator 67” can be taken to be uniform over small C’ perturbations 
of bD. 
The Sobolev imbedding theorem mediates between the C’ norms and the 
H, norms: 
PROPOSITION 2.3 [2, p. 97ff]. Let D G RN satisfy the uniform cone 
condition. Then H,(D) G Ck(D) and 11 (Icli(DJ < C 11 IIHStDj if and only if s > 
k + N/2. If this condition holds, then the weak derivatives of u E H, up to 
order k are, after correction on a set of measure zero, classical derivatives. 
The following local version of [2, Theorem 4.20, p. 811 is obtained from 
the penultimate line of the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. D G RN satisfy the uniform cone condition and 
suppose that U G V @ RN are open sets with U n B z 0, and that U and V 
have C’ boundaries which intersect aM transversally in smooth, connected 
submanifoids. There is a constant K = K( U, V, D) so that if E > 0 there is a 
D, Q D such that for all f E H,(D n v) nWD,L Ilf h,,~D,v(D~~~ <
Kc Ilf IlH,mY~ + Ilf llHom,Y Of course K is independent of E or fY 
Now let 0 < s E Z. Applying the proposition to each of the derivatives 
D”f, (a ] < s, for f E H,+ ,(D r‘l V) n H,(D,) yields the next result. 
COROLLARY 2.5. With notation as in the proposition, there is a constant 
K, = K,(U, V, D) such that 
Ilf II H,(D@U(DnCO) G Ks * & * Iif h,+ ,Umv) + K Iif tIH,CDJ * 
The estimates in the proposition and the corollary can be taken to be, by a 
suitable choice of constant, uniform over C’ perturbations of bU, bV, or bD. 
It is most convenient to study the &Neumann problem in the context of 
Sobolev spaces. However in applications C’ estimates are usually needed. 
The great disparity between the index of the topology placed on the 
boundary and the spaces Cj being used in the geometric constructions in 
Sections 1, 4, and 5 is due primarily to the repeated use of the Sobolev 
imbedding theorem to bridge the gap between Hs and Cj. 
In Section 3 there will be reference to the Lipschitz spaces which are 
defined as follows. If D G RN, let 
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4m = I f E cw IlfllL.m + i Ilw~~,ll*~-,(D, = Ilfll*,cm < 03 [. j=l 
Let us record, without going into detail, the fact that there are extension 
operators Y= for the Lipschitz spaces and gk for the Ck spaces, provided D 
has sufficiently regular boundary. 
Finahy, some miscellaneous notation must be collected. If 0 < s, 0 < p, 
q E Z, then HfB9 denotes the (p, q) forms with coefftcients in H, (these are 
considered in more detail in Section 3). Equip Htq9 with the obvious norm; 
then Propositions 2.2-2.4 and Corollary 2.5 have easy analogues for Hf19. If 
ZEC”, r > 0, let B(z, r) = (4 E CN: ] < - z ] ( r}. When no confusion can 
arise, B will denote B(0, 1) and S will denote 8B. 
If A, B are quantities, the expression A z B will be used to mean that there 
is a constant C, independent of the relevant parameters, such that l/C Q 
IA/B1 < C. In general, the symbol C will be used to &note any universal 
constant which is of no intrinsic interest; its value will change from line to 
line. 
The following results and their variants, will be used occasionally in the 
sequel without explicit mention. Proofs may be found in [45,52]. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let f:R”+C satisfy Ilf (x I,..., x/- 1,*-*, 
xj+ * ,**-, %>ll A,(R1 < C < 00 for some a > 0 and some universal C independent 
ofj, xl ,..., xj-1, xj+1, . . . . x,. Thenf EA,(R”). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let f: I?” -+ C, 0 < s E Z, and suppose 
(2.7.1) f E L*(R”), 
(2.7.2) (a/ax,)’ f E L*(R”), j = l,..., n, where derivatives are taken in 
the weak sense. 
Then f E H,(lR”). 
3. THE ~-NEUMANN PROBLEM AND THE BERGMAN KERNEL 
AWAY FROMTHE DIAGONAL 
Since strong pseudoconvexity is an open condition, it might be expected 
that the solutions to the &Neumann problem on strongly pseudoconvex 
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domains depend stably on the domain and on the complex structure. There 
are nevertheless subtleties in checking that this is so. For instance, it is 
definitely not the case that if the &Neumann problem satisfies subelliptic 
estimates on a domain D, then the &Neumann operator satisfies subelliptic 
estimates on domains which are C” sufficiently close to D,. In this section, 
the strongly pseudoconvex case will be handled in detail. The modifications 
needed for the other manifolds on which f-order subelliptic estimates hold 
(that is, the manifolds satisfying the Hormander Z(q) condition) will be 
discussed in the remark following (3.35). 
In each of the principal theorems 3.7, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 of this section, 
stability of solutions to the &Neumann problem in the H, topology under 
Czs+5 perturbations of the complex structure will be considered in detail, 
0 ( s < co. Stability of solutions in the Ck topology under C2k+n+6 
perturbations of the complex structure, or in the C” topology under C” 
perturbations of the complex structure, then follow easily. This matter will be 
considered in greater detail at the end of the section. 
Perhaps the clearest exposition of the regularity theory for the &Neumann 
problem is that in [ 121, and the presentation here will be based on the 
techniques used there. Moreover, a device that is to be perpetuated 
throughout much of the paper is begun here: to avoid pointless repetition, 
frequent cross referencing will be made to readily available sources (in this 
instance [ 10, 12,411). In particular, very little motivation or explanation will 
be given here for the various steps in the proof. 
All work is done on an almost complex manifold a = MU bM with Cj 
boundary, j > 2. (In this section and the next, to avoid confusion with the 
notation 2, the symbol “bM” rather than “aW is used to denote boundary.) 
The almost complex structure is a splitting of the complexified tangent 
bundle CTM = TM OR C by projections II,,, and ZI,,, satisfying 
(3.1) n,*cl + no,, = 1, 
(3.2) ~l,ll o no,, =a3,1 o ~I.0 = 0, 
(3.3) 4,o=I?,,,. 
Observe that n,,, is a smooth function on fi taking values at each x E M in 
the space of linear operators on CT,M. 
As a technical device, the manifold M will be equipped with a Hermitian 
metric ( ), on each L’,,,(GT,M). It is extended to <, v E CT,M by 
One of the purposes of this section is to investigate what happens to 
estimates for the J-Neumann problem when ZI,,, is perturbed smoothly. The 
notion of smooth perturbations will be defined precisely below; for the 
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moment, .note that if n,,, is changed then (3.4) is not necessarily preserved, 
so the metric will have to be modified accordingly. 
To make the last few sentences more precise, it is fist necessary to define 
a C’ topology on the set of almost complex structures for M. All almost 
complex structures to be considered are to be C’ on M. An almost complex 
structure, being a pair of projection operators with the additional properties 
noted, can be considered as a pair of (complex) tensors of tensor type (1, 1). 
The topology to be used on the set of C’ almost complex structures is that 
induced by the usual C’ topology on tensors on the compact manifold with 
boundary M. For notational convenience, set S,(n,,, E) = In;,,: n;,, is an 
almost complex structure on M that is Cj on M, with the Cj norm of 
fi;,, - n,,, on M less than E}; here the Cj topology is regarded as deter- 
mined by a norm in the standard fashion. 
If n;,, is a second complex structure then there is a metric ( ): that is 
Hermitian relative to n;,, determined from the metric ( ), by the following 
process: For a, /I E fl;,,(CT,M), (a, /.I): = (a, /I),; for general {, ? E c7’,M, 
If II’ is C’ close to fl, the Hermitian metric for n’ thus obtained is Cj close 
to the original metric. In particular, the metrics are uniformly comparable on 
fi so that estimates-in one metric yield estimates in the other immediately. 
Let n,,,, ( , ), be fixed. Then ZZ, 0 gives rise to a family of splittings n,,+ 
@ =~+q=k,O<mNn Apqq CT*M= A” CT*M-+ Apqq CT*M. By functorially, 
( , ), extends to each A *lq CT,*M. The symbol &‘*q (M) denotes the C’ 
sections of l\*lq CT*M, equivalently, the C’ forms of type (p, q). If $ E 
A;*” CW,j> 1, let @=n,+,,,$, 24 =np.q+L 4. 
It will be supposed that 8’ = 8 = 0 on M, that is, that the almost complex 
structure Z7, ,0 is integrable. It is certainly not the case (unless dim, M = 2), 
that if n,,, is integrable, then all elements of S,(nr ,,, E) are integrable. From 
now on, only integrable almost complex structures will be considered (even if 
this is not explicitly stated). Recall that the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem 
[ 12, p. 721 asserts that integrable almost complex structures are in fact 
complex: that is, such an ii? has a complex analytic atlas. 
Let 0, ,..., o, be an orthonormal basic for /\I*’ @T*M and define y = 
i%, A ~5, A -.. A o, A a,, to be the volume element on M. The natural 
inner product is then, for 4, w  E Apvq (M), 
(3.6) 
‘When such integrals are written in the sequel, the symbol y will be 
suppressed whenever possible. 
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Now a has both a formal adjoint and a Hilbert space adjoint: much of the 
subtlety in the &Neumann problem consists in relating one to the other. The 
formal adjoint 6: A:-” (M) + AT’“-’ (M) is the differential operator deter- 
mined by (84, v) = (4, 8~) for all w E AT*“-’ (M) with compact support 
inM. The operator Cl = 88 + 88 is called the complex Laplacian. The 
Hilbert space adjoint is defined on a subspace of Ht*q ((p, q) forms with H, 
coefficients) called Dom(a*)*). Now d E Dam@*) if there is a C > 0 such that 
]((, &)] Q C ]] w]10 for all w  E A<‘“-’ (a). For such a 4, w  + (4, @) extends 
to a bounded linear functional on Ht*q and 3*4 is its dual vector. Let gfTq = 
/\$‘I” nDom(8*). 
Let 
Let 8yTq be the completion of gP*” under Q. (For all jr, j, > 1 it is clear 
that 99;;” = ~~zVq. Th e J*s only enter into the definition of @f’” because bM 
is C’. Thus the symbol 8p*q can be used without ambiguity.) The inclusion 
G9+q -+ H{*q extends to a univalent norm decreasing map GpVq + Hiqq (see 
[Ii, pp. 14-151). By the Friedrichs, extension theorem, there is a unique 
univalent self-adjoint operator F with Dam(F) G GpVq satisfying Q(#, w) = 
(F#, v/) for all 0 E Dam(F), v/ E Gpqq. 
The first main result can now be formulated. In each of the theorems 
below, the regularity results are due to Kohn ([41] and references therein; 
see also [42,43]), while the stability results are new. The best possible 
regularity results in terms of Sobolev norms are not stated because the 
stability proofs are much easier if one is willing to lose one derivative up to 
the boundary. However, some comments about stability of the optimal 
estimates which appear in [ 121 will be made at the end of the section. 
In this section, whenever the statement that two complex structures are Cj 
close is made, it is implicit that each is equipped with a Hermitian metric 
(( , ), ( , )‘) and that these metrics are C’ close in the sense of tensors on a. 
As previously noted, this type of closeness of Hermitian metrics can always 
be arranged. 
If &? is a compact manifold with boundary and U is a relatively open 
subregion with Ur7 bM # 0 then the statement p E C:(U) or (p E Cf(Un fi) 
means that supp (D n (WV> = 0. Such a o can (and frequently will) take the 
value 1 on a relatively open subset of bM. In case IJn bM = 0, there is no 
ambiguity in the statement v, E C?(U). Similar definitions apply to 
A;*” (un n;i. 
THEOREM 3.7 [ 12, p. 221. Let ii? be strongly pseudoconvex with C*“+’ 
boundary, 0 <s E Z. If a E HtVq, let ( E &pVq be the unique solution of 
F# = a on M. If U 5 ii;i is a subregion and a Iv E HfVq(U) then 4 E H,PVq(U). 
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Moreover, f C, (I, are C2s+5 real functions, with supp C, G U and c, = 1 on 
supp rl then 
(3.7.1) llC#ll~ G ~AlL4l~ + ll43- 
The constant C, depends on s, M, 6,) c, but not on a. Denote 0 by T,a. 
(3.7.2) If the complex structure on M varies in the C2S+5 topology 
then <# varies in the H, topology. In other words, the map 
integrable almost complex 1. structures on d I x (H;Vq(U) n H;Vq(M)) --f &.q, 
is continuous from the C2s+5 x (HfWq( U) fY H~qq(M)) topology to the HfVq(M) 
topology. 
Remark. Standard arguments show that the ambient term llall: in (3.7.1) 
may be replaced by ]]a]]?I, any r > 0 provided this is compensated by 
enlarging the constant C,. This type of. assertion is a familiar part of the 
theory of partial differential equations. However there is no known method 
to pass simply and directly from (3.7.1) to the analogous statement with 
I] alli replaced by ]I allcr. In the present context, one method would be to use 
certain tangential Bessel potentials /ii developed in [ 121 and apply (3.7.1) to 
Ara. The argument entails computing commutators of Ai with F, delicate 
estimation of various error terms, and an inductive procedure. An alternative 
ad hoc approach is described below. The idea of using the function @ at the 
end of the discussion is due to Avner Friedman. 
In order to prove the desired inequality (3.7.1) with ambient term \\a\\?,, 
r > 0, it is necessary to prove all the intermediate inequalities with a similar 
ambient term. The integration by parts procedure is still used as in [ 121 
where the usual estimate with I] alli was proved; the required estimates in 
terms of llall?I are derived by application of suitable versions of the 
following procedure: 
It will be shown here that 
implies for any r > 0 that 
(**I 
What is of interest is that, by the metods used here, (**) is derived from (*). 
To simplify the arguments (and because the applications are on subsets of 
Euclidean space anyway), it will be assumed that M is Kiihler. On testing 
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functions F = Cl + Z, and on a Kihler manifold q = -fd, where A is the 
ordinary Laplacian on functions. Now the manifold is discarded, work is 
done on a coordinate patch U, and after a change of scale it is seen that it is 
necessary to prove 
What is assumed about the Laplacian is the classical inequality 
IIAI: G CoW4lli + 11~11~1~ 4 6s ww, (*‘I 
which may be proved by integration by parts. (Of course (*‘) is true with 
I( $11: on the left but that is of no interest here.) 
The principal subtlety in the proof of (**‘) is the control of the supports: 
that is, the local smoothness of d must depend only on the local smoothness 
of (--;A + I)$ plus a weak ambient term. 
LEMMA A. Let c < b < a. Let 0 < E < 1. There is a constant K = 
K(E, a, b, c) so that 
tb < E . ta -I- K . f, all t > 1. 
Indeed, K = e(b-c’l(b-a’ will do. 
ProoJ The assertion is equivalent with 
tb-C < (t”-be)(tb-C) + K. 
If t > E”(~-‘) then tbec < (tapb . e)(tb-‘). So letting K = E(~-~“(~-” 
completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA B. Let c < b < a. Let E > 0. There is a constant K = K(E, a, b, c) 
so that 
lI~ll~,~~ll~lI~~+~ll~ll~~~ all 0 E CT(lFY). 
Znded K = &‘b-cW(b-n will do. 
Proof By Plancherel’s theorem and the definition of the Sobolev norm, 
the assertion is equivalent to 
I I /(t>l’(l + I Cl’)” & < 6 i I &C)l’(l + l4*)= & 
+ K 1 I&)l’(l + 14’)’ &; 
hence it follows from Lemma A. I 
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By the definition of Sobolev spaces on a domain, and by the extension 
theorems mentioned in Section 2, Lemma B persists on smooth subdomains 
of Euclidean space. 
COROLLARY. Let r > 0. There is a constant C, > 0 so that for all 
# E C,mW), 
Proof. Apply Lemma B with b = 0, a = 1, c = -r, E = 1/(2C,,). So 
11911: G 11T41: ’ WWO)) + K * ll!wr. 
Substitute this estimate into (*‘) to obtain the result. 1 
LEMMA C. Let 1 > E > 0. There is a K = K(e) so that 
Il~ll:~~l(1~45ll~+~lIdll~~ all (b E CF( W”). 
Indeed K = (Ci + 1)/e will do. 
Proof. Let ascp(x) = o(6x), 6 > 0. Then (*‘) yields 
Il%dll: Q cl Il4%~)11~ + GJ lbdll~. 
In particular 
Ilwh~% G co Il4,~II~ + co ll%f%. 
A change of variables yields 
fF+* llvdll: Q G~-N+2 ll4ll~ + G~-NIIAI; 
or 
Thus 
lIwl~ G Cd 11411: + Cd-’ IIf% 
11~11: Q Cd 11411; + G~-l + 1) 11!413 
whence 6 = E/C,, , K = C, 6- ’ + 1 completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let E > 0; there is a K = K(E) so that 
ll~II:~~ll~~-~~~~ll~+~lldll:~ $4 E C?(W). 
Indeed K = (Ci + 2)/e will do. 
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Proof: Obvious. m 
COROLLARY 2. Let E > 0. Let r > 0. There is a K = K(E) so that 
11411: G e II&+‘WII~ +Kll~ll~r~ fb E C,m(RN). 
Indeed K = 4’+‘(Ci + 2)r+’ E-‘-’ will do. 
Proof. Same as the corollary to Lemma B. 1 
Now (**‘) will be derived mainly from this last corollary. Define 
functions cl E CF(RN), 0 < t < 1, satisfying 
C,(x) = 1, Ixl< 1 -G 
C(x) = 0, 1x12 1 -q2, 
and so that 1 V&I = 0(1/t), (V’[,l = 0(1/t’) as t -+ 0. Fix r > 0 once and for 
all. By Corollary 2 to Lemma C, 
llL#Il: G k IIV- f4wII; + w’+’ l15r~ll~r~ 
where 1 > A > 0 is a small constant to be selected and C is a universal 
constant which depends on r. This last line is 
~~IIc~~-~~~~Il~+~Il~~~,lI~+~II~0~~,II~+~/~’+’115;~11’1r 
rI+xI+III+IV. 
Trivially 
II< (W”)~ II ~ll&Qw -L/2)) 
which by Lemma B is 
G CA II 011 &#@.I--1/2)) + CAt-4-4’ Ilt4l~~~U,~ 
Of course C is a constant, depending on r, which changes from line to line. 
Finally, 
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Now let 1= f2/4(C + 1) to obtain 
Assume without loss of generality that the expression in braces on the right 
is 1 (notice that this expression is precisely the right side of (w’)). So the 
last line implies 
llfiqIH,(B(O,1--I)) < (9 llaf,ww--Y2~~ + =‘t-‘-“. 
Define o(t) = (1/2(Y) t”+’ ]] 4 ]]i,u,(O,, +)). Then the last line yields 
W) G (4) @W) + i 
or 
@(f/2) > 2@(t) - 1. 
If there were a t,, 0 < t, < 1, with @(t,) > 1 then the last line would give 
@(r,/2) > 2 - 1 - 1 = 1 
G&/27 > 2 * 1 - 1 = 1, all k E N. 
But 9 is continuous at 0 and G(O) = 0. This contradiction implies that 
@P(t) < 1, all t. In particular, a(f) < 1 so 
IIAI H,(B(O.l/Z)) < c,{ll(z- fdb%,,(B~O,IN + h&d 
as desired. 
The next step is to define the Neumann operator, so that the remaining 
theorems can be formulated. Proofs of the assertions made in the course of 
the definitions can be found in [ 12, pp. 47-561. 
Let Cl, = F - Z, defined on Dam(F). Let XpVq = H(F), the null space of 
F. By [ 12, pp. 50-5 11, XpV9 is a finite-dimensional subspace of li,PV9(fi). 
Also Range(&) is closed and, of course, 0, is self-adjoint. Thus 
(3.8) ZZi19 = Range(Q) + zpV9 = % Dam(F) @ 88 Dam(F) @ &VpV9. 
It follows, in particular, that Range@ ]DomBTw~.Q-,) is closed. 
Now let W H;*9 +X . P*9 be an orthogonaf projection. The operator H is 
used to define the Neumann operator N: HtV9 + Dam(F) as follows. If 
a E zpV9, let Na = 0; if a E Range@,) let Na be the unique solution 0 of 
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q ,d = a with d I SPVq. Extend N to all of Rp*q by linearity. Thus Na, 
a E Hivq, is the unique solution of the system 
H#=O, q ,#=a-Ha. 
THEOREM 3.9 (12, p. 5 11. Suppose that li;i is strongly pseudoconvex and 
has CzS+’ boundary, 0 < s E Z. Then N satisfies 
(3.9.1) N is compact; 
(3.9.2) for a E HOPVq, a=&Nafi@Na+Ha; 
(3.9.3) NH=HN=O, NU=ON=Z-H on Dam(F), and if N is 
defined on H:,q+’ (resp. on HOpVq- ‘) then NJ= $N on Dam(J) (resp. 
Nt9 = i?N on Dom(J*)); 
(3.9.4) N(AGq(ii;j)) G A$“@) (in case bM is P); 
(3.9.5) if UEIi?, c, c, E C*‘+‘(U) are real, supp [, C U, cl = 1, on 
SUPP Cl, then II tsNoll, < C,(ll L all, + II a Ilo>, all a E Wq; 
(3.9.6) the estimate (3.9.5) is H,(M) stable under C2st5 perturbations 
of the complex structure on M in the following sense: The map 
I integrable almost complex structures on A7 I X (H,P,q(U) n H,P”(M)) + Dam(F), 
P I,09a) b &,a 
is continuous from the CzS’ ’ x (H,(u) n H,(M)) topology to the H,(M) 
topology. 
Remark. Standard arguments again show that the ambient term llallo in 
(3.9.5) may be replaced by ((a((-r, any r > 0, provided this is compensated 
by an enlarged constant. 
Finally, the regularity and stability theorem for the object of original 
interest, the 8 operator, can be stated. 
THEOREM 3.10 [ 12, p. 541. Let M be strongly pseudoconvex with C2s+5 
boundary, 0 <s E Z. Let a E HfVq(M), 8a =O, Ha = 0. Then there is a 
unique solution 4 of 84 = a with 4 1X(8). Zf a E HfVq(fi) then 
0 E H:L~,- ‘(I@) and 
(3.10.1) If USI@, c, c, E Cf”“(u> are real, supp c, c U with <, = 1 
on supp k then II 64 IL- 1 G C,(ll L all, + II a Ilo>. 
Let 4 be denoted by KS (designating Kohn’s solutions to the Bproblem). 
(3.10.2) The function @ varies in the H,-, topology if the almost 
complex structure varies in the CzSi5 topology. That is, the map 
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integrable almost complex 
structures on M I 
x (Hpq(M) n Hpq(u)) + Hff;l(M), 
(409 a) ++ @lMa E @NMa 
is continuous from the CZsf5 x (H;9q(M) n Hf*q(U)) topology to the 
H,- l(M) topozog.Y. 
Remark. As usual, the ambient term ]] allO may be replaced by ]] all-, 
with a suitably enlarged constant. 
Finally, elliptic regularization arguments [ 121 can be used to show that 
the Neumann operator extends to distributions. The preceding theorems will 
not all be repeated in this context. However, the one of immediate interest 
will be formulated. This theorem, expressed in terms of boundary pertur- 
bation, is implied by the complex structure perturbation results as noted in 
the Introduction; further details of this implication are given later in this 
section. 
Notice that on (0,l) forms, the condition Ha = 0 is vacuous (cf. [ 12, 
Corollary 2.1.5, p. 211). 
THEOREM 3.11. Let li3 be a strongly pseudoconvex subdomain of a 
complex manifold M*. Let U c M* be a subdomain, c, cl E Cf’+“(U) as 
usual. Suppose that ii? has C2s’6 boundary, 0 6 s E Z. Let Ii? c M* be 
another subdomain. Let E > 0. Let --a0 < t < CD. There is a 6 > 0 so that tf 
a E ip(M~ M’), 8a=O in the sense of distributions, 
II v’lw - ~~~/l~~~+~~,,,~~ < 4 then 
(3.11.1) 
It remains to discuss the proofs of these theorems. Now Theorems 3.10, 
3.11 follow from Theorem 3.9 which in turn follows from Theorem 3.7. 
Theorem 3.7 is the principal result. Its proof breaks into three basic steps: 
(3.12) Existence of solutions to F4 = a (this has already been proved by 
Kohn [41]); 
(3.13) regularity and stability of solutions on compact subdomains of M 
(this follows from standard regularity theory for elliptic systems); 
(3.14) regularity of solutions on all of M, up to the boundary, and 
uniformity of estimates (but not necessarily stability of solutions) under 
perturbations of bM or IZ,,,. 
Once these are established, an application of Corollary 2.5 yields Theorem 
3.7. Then Theorems 3.9-3.11 follow rather quickly. 
Before proceeding, a final collection of terminology must be introduced. 
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If E and F are vector bundles and r(E) and r(F) their spaces of smooth 
sections and if D: r(E) + r(E) is a differential operator, then the symbol of 
D in the direction q E T,*(M) will be denoted by a(D, r,~), the point x being 
understood implicitly. Thus a(D, q) is a linear map from the tibre E, of E at 
x to the fibre Fx of F at x. If E and F are both trivial C-bundles so that D is 
a differential operator from functions to functions, then of course a(D, q) at 
x is just (multiplication by) a complex number. (see [ 12, p. 10; 541 for 
further details). 
If R = MU bM is a compact Hermitian manifold with Cj boundary (a is 
abstractly presented-it is not assumed to be a subdomain of a larger 
complex manifold), then small modifications of the construction in Section 1 
give rise to a function vM E C’(h) with (dy,,,l = 1 on bA4, wM = 0 on b&f, 
v,,, > 0 on M. Indeed vM may be constructed from the geodesic distance.. 
The following facts are listed here for convenience along with references 
for proofs : 
(3.15) gp*q= (4 &I;*? ~(6, dy,) ( = 0 on bM} and a* = 6 on gp*“, 
j>2 [12, p. 131. 
(3.16) gf’” n Dam(F) = {(p E gQV9: & E gT:q,+ ‘) and F = 0 + Z on 
these elements [,12, p. 151, 
(3.17) F=L@* +a*a+Z [12, p. 171. 
Discussion of(3.12). The Friedrichs Extension Theorem [ 12, p. 14 ] 
guarantees that F: GpVq + Hg,@ is univalent and onto. So the equation 
F4=aEHgY9 is always uniquely solvable. 
Discussion of (3.13). Interior stability and regularity for solutions of 
linear elliptic boundary value problems is well-known. Good references are 
[7a, 531; see also [ 121. The result that will be used (far from best possible) 
is 
PROPOSITION 3.18. Let it?i be a compact manifold with Cs+3 boundary, 
O<SEZ. Let UCM, [,ci~C,m_(U), cl=1 on supp [. If aEH{‘q and 
Ta = 0 is the unique solution in gpT4 to F4 = a then 
(3.18.1) IIC411~+l G CAlL4l~ + Ilall~>. 
(3.18.2) Now F is a linear operator in &q and likewise, the boundary 
condition B is given by a linear operator on a vector bundle over bM. If B or 
F varies in the Cs+* topology and a varies in the H,(U) n H,(M) topology 
then CTa varies in the H,, I topology. 
Indication of proof. The reader is referred to Section 5 of [7a]. First the 
problem is reduced, by a standard technique, to the constant coefficient case 
on a coordinate patch. An explicit parametrix can be written down in the 
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constant cpefficient case, and the continuity of the integral establishes 
stability. 1 
Remark. A Cst 3 perturbation in the complex structure effects a Cst2 
perturbation in the coefficients of F. Also, a Cst 3 perturbation in bM can be 
recast as a Cs+* perturbation of F or B insofar as estimates on U are 
concerned. Therefore Proposition 3.18 and these remarks establish Theorem 
3.7 for any s in the case that UC 44. 
Remarks. The interior regularity for F may also be checked directly 
from an inspection of the arguments in [ 12, p. 24ff]. 
A special boundary chart [ 12, p. 331 for M is defined as follows. Let U be 
a coordinate chart in j@, U n bM # 0, on which coordinates t, ,..., t2,,-, , r 
have been selected so that r = v,,, and t, ,..., t,,,-, form a coordinate system 
on &in U. Also select on U an orthonormal basis q,..., w, for Af*‘(@ 
satisfying 0, = fiar. Let 
(3.19) 
Disassion of(3.14). This amounts to checking each step of the proof of 
the boundary estimates for the main theorem of [ 12, p. 221 to see that each 
step is stable under perturbations of ZZ,,,. It is enough to check the stability 
of the a priori estimates. Therefore what is essential is to focus on Lemma 
2.4.6 [ 12, p. 421 and the ingredients that go into it. 
It is first necessary to define the intermediary operator E and to discuss 
the preliminary theorem 2.4.5 of [ 12, p. 381. Let U be a special boundary 
chart for MU bM, let w, ,..., u,, be the associated local orthonormal basis for 
li l*“(&?) on the patch U, and let L, ,..., L, be dual vector fields. The invariant 
definition of the Levi form, which is consistent with the definition in Section 
2 in terms of local coordinates, is given by 
(L,, L2) I-+ 2(&r, L, A 4C2). 
So the Levi form is a. binlinear form on (ZZ,,,CT,M) n C Tp bA4, 
PE UnbM. Let 1, ,..., A.,-, be the eigenvalues of the Levi form. The 
manifold a = MU bM is said to be strongly pseudoconvex at P if 
A A,-,>o. * ,***, 
If ) E AfVq(li;i) with support in U, let 
&W* = c IlhM’ + j- IA* + ll~ll*, 
IJk bM 
where the area form on the boundary is that induced by the metric. If {P,} is 
a partition of unity subordinate to finitely many such patches U, covering 
bM, let E(4)* = CU,@r#)2. (While this definition depends on the choice of 
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U,, pi, it does not so in an essential way; therefore pi and Vi will be taken as 
fixed once and for all.) The basic estimate is 
e<a (PI a c%4*7 p E qyB),~~pp U, G Unii7, (3.20) 
where U is a special boundary chart for I%?. Since a computation 112, 
pp. 57-58, 19-201 shows that 
Qh P) = & IIJ%AI' +; zJ &lbM IhA' 
+ (small error terms), 
it follows that 
(3.21) If bM is strongly pseudoconvex with C3 boundary then (3.20) is 
true and the constant C in (3.20) can be chosen uniformly over sufficiently 
small C3 variations of I7,+,. 
The next step is to recall the following version of Theorem 2.4.5 of [ 121: 
Proposition 3.22. Let M be strictly pseudoconvex with C3 boundary. Let 
U be a special boundary chart for &? and let P E U n bM. Let M, ,..., MN be 
first order operators on U, say Mk = C ajkD’, satisfying the condition that 
there is no real n E T*U with o(Mk, n) = 0 for all k. Then there is a 
neighborhood V of P in &?, V c U, such that 
$ IllDj~lll~~,2 G C,f IIIMIA-~,~ + Ci,, 101’ 
for all 4 E A,“*“( vn Ii?). 
Here Ill l/l-1,2 is a certain tangential Sobolev norm defined in terms of a 
partial Fourier transform [ 12, p. 361. Now the hypotheses of this proposition 
are open and a check of the proof reveals that C may be chosen uniformly 
over C’ perturbations of the ajk. 
With (3.21) and Proposition 3.22 in hand, a stable version of 2.4.6 of [ 12, 
p. 421 can be given: 
PROPOSITION 3.23. Let I@ be strongly pseudoconvex with C”” 
boundary. Let V be a boundary chart on which Proposition 3.22 holds, and 
let {&}F=, be a sequence of real C” functions on li;i which are supported in 
Vn ii?, and satisfy & = 1 on supp &+, . Then the estimate 
(3.23.1) lll~~s~lll:s-2~,2 G wJ~lll:s-*M* + WYII; 
holds untformly for 4 E Dom F n D$“J. (Here D represents any first 
derivative in, say, a fixed coordinate system on V.) 
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The proof of Proposition 3.23 proceeds as follows: First, in case s = 1, 
apply Proposition 3.22 then (3.21) to obtain 
It has already been established that the constants can be chosen uniform 
over C3 perturbations of n,,,. The remainder of the proofs consists of 
integrations by parts and applications of some commutator estimates (really 
more integrations by parts). Enough extra derivatives must be added to the 
topology of the perturbations to allow for these integrations by parts. The 
topology of cs+ 3 more than suffices. This completes the discussion of 2.4.6 
of [12, p. 421. 
Finally, the passage from the tangential estimate (3.23.1) to the full 
estimate 
(3.24) llullf+, G cllcIJwI: + w~II~~ 
where 6, c, E CL(V), & = 1 on supp <, is effected by a standard device which 
exploits the ellipticity of F. To wit, write 
Zn-I zn-1 
3 =A,@# + c A,Dh’ + c A&D:/ 
J=l j,k= 1 
Zn-1 
where the A’s B’s, C’s are smooth matrices and the ellipticity of F implies 
that the A’s are invertible (also, their determinants are bounded below, in 
modulus, uniformly over C3 variations of ZZ,,,). Thus, multiplying the last 
line through by c and putting a free factor of & in front of F gives 
-B,D,+~B,D~-C$ . 
/ 1 
In short, the estimates on Dz# reduce to estimates on terms that have already 
been handled by (3.23.1). In this fashion (3.24) is proved inductively, and 
the estimates are uniform over CzS+’ perturbations of n,,, (see Theorem 
2.4.8 of [ 12, p. 431). This completes the discussion of (3.14). What has been 
established is 
601/43/l-4 
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PROPOSITION 3.25. Let I@ be a strongly pseudoconvex manfold with 
CS+3 boundary. Let U be a special boundary chart, [, <, E C,(U), c, = 1 on 
supp c. Then 
(3.251) 
The estimates hold uniformly over C2’+’ perturbations of IT,.,. 
Notice that derivatives have been added to the topology of n,,, because of 
the loss effected in (3.23.1). Combined with Proposition 3.18, 
Proposition 3.25 now yields 
PROPOSITION 3.26. With notations as above, except that U is arbitrary, 
(3.25.1) holds and the estimate is stable under C2S+5 perturbations of IT,,,. 
The final stage in the proof of Theorem 3.7 is to use Proposition 3.26 as 
follows. Pick E > 0, 0 ( s, p, q E Z, and a compact manifold i@ = MU bM 
with C2s+5 boundary. Let U,, G U, Q U c I%? be open subregions with 
U, n bM # 0 and suppose that all of these domains have C’ boundary 
which intersects bM transversally in smooth connected submanifolds. Let 
c E Cf”’ ‘(U,) satisfy supp [ = oO. 
Recall now the following: 
C, is the constant in Proposition 3.26 for the norms (H,, H,, 1); 
K, is the constant in Corollary 2.5 for M, U,, in the H, norm. 
LetX’=C,+C,+,+K,andlet 
P = E/{ 10(X + IICllcS + n!)}“. 
It may be supposed that all domains M, (from Corollary 2.5) have C’ 
boundary which intersects bU,,, bU,, bU transversally. (For M, can always 
be enlarged and the inequality is preserved with the same constant.) 
Now choose, by Corollary 2.5, a subdomain M, G M with 
(3.27) IV II II,(MpUUo) < e4afs+,w) + ~sllfllH,~M,~’ 
for all f E H,(M,) n H,, I(U,). Let T, be the operator in Theorem 3.7 for a 
fixed complex structure on M. And let TL be the corresponding operator for 
a second complex structure on M which is chosen so close in the C2S+5 
topology to the original complex structure that if a E HiV4(M)n 
Hf,*(U, n M) then 
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Then for a E ZZ{lq(M) n ZZfVq(Un IU) it follows that 
as desired. This proves Theorem 3.7 with respect to stability of the a priori 
estimates and a straightforward check of the elliptic regularization arguments 
[ 12; pp. 35-483 extends this stability to the full statement of Theorem 3.7. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.9 it is necessary to examine the construction 
of Zf. The case of (0, 1) forms is simpler than that for arbitrary (p, q) forms 
since #“*I = 0 whence N = (F - I)-’ in this case. 
Now let i%? = MU bA4 be a strictly pseudoconvex Hermitian manifold 
with Czst5 boundary. Let ZZ,,, be a fixed almost complex structure on M. 
Choose, according to Theorem 3.7, a neighborhood S(ZZ,,O, 6) of II,., which 
is so small that if ZZ;,, E S(ZZ,,,, 6) and if T (resp. T’) are the inverses to F 
(resp. F’), the Friedrichs operator in the almost complex structure A!,,, 
(rev. G,d, then II T- T’ll~H,~M~,H,~M~~ < E. Let JY be the null space of F - Z, 
JV’ the null space of F’ -Z’. Since T, T’ are compact, JV and P are finite 
dimensional and are contained in Czst5(1c-i) [ 12, pp. 48-501. Let o be a unit 
vectorin~.Then(F-Z)u=OsoTv=o.Therefore~T’u-o]]s<s.LetH 
be the projection on X, H’ the projection M’. Then u = Ru + ul, where 
uI = u - H’u I JP. Since T’(H’u) = H’u it follows that II(T’ -Z) u,lls Q 
]I T’u - u IIs + 1) T’(H’u) - H’U ]ls < E. But T’ - Z is invertible on (X’)’ 
whence II ~111s < CL Replacing E by s/C yields the result that 
II T- T’ llu,,,,,,) < s/C implies ]]uJs < s so ]]ZZ’u - u/Is < .9. It follows that 
II H - H’ II~H~,~~~ < 6. 
Now let a E H,(M), suppose that ZV, ZV’ are the Neumann operators 
associated to F, F’ and let u = ZVa, U’ =N’a. So I( is the unique solution to 
(F-Z)u=a-Ha, Hu=O 
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and u’ is the unique solution to 
(F’-I)u’=a-H’a, 
so 
H’U’ = 0. 
(I-T)u=Ta-THa=Ta-Ha, 
(Z - T’) u’ = T’a - T’H’a = T’a - H’a. 
Subtracting these equations gives 
Z(u - u’) + T’u’ - Tu = (T - T’) a + (H’ - H) a 
Or 
so 
(I - T’)(u - u’) = (T - T’)(a + u) + (H’ - H) a 
(I - T’)((u - H’u) - u’) = (T - T’)(a + u) + (H’ - H) a - (I - T’) H’u. 
But ((u - H’u) - u’)~JV’ and (I- T’) is invertible on (M’)’ whence 
(3.28) II+ - H’u) - ~‘11~ < Cdl T - T’ Ilcs,sj . (II all, + II u II,) 
+ IIH’ - Hh,,,, - II4, + (1 + lIT’II~,,,,)llH’~llS~. 
If according to the preceding discussion, l7;,, is chosen Czst 5 so near to n,,, 
that II T- T Ilcs,sj < 6 IIH- H’ll~,,,~ < E, then the last line does not exceed 
(3.29) ~~~(l141s + ~sll~lls) + 4lall, + (1 + IlT’ll~,,,,)~ ll4I,L 
where the string of inequalities 
(3.30) IIH’ulI,~ IIHuII, + lIH-H’Il~,,s,Il4ls~ 
G #4I, G C4141s 
has been used. Now the inequalities (3.28)-(3.30) yield (Iu - u’ IIs < Cella)/,. 
This estimate is the global version of the stability under deformation of 
complex structure given in Theorem 3.9. The local argument is similar but 
more complicated, and only a few comments about it will be made: 
What must be proved is that (referring to (3.7.1)) 
This is done by using the global estimate which has already been proved, 
together with some additional calculations. Use the notation from the global 
argument. 
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If ZZ: ,0 E S(ZZ, ,0, 6) then for any v E H,(v) r7 H,(M), 
II (TV - WV 11s Q411 Cl 0 IL + II v lld 
Now notice that 
IIU’vA 4 4lGWlls+, + C~llCT’~~llo, 
where C, will be very large, depending on E. This last line does not exceed 
wICAII, +c.II~.Lllo)~ 
Using the results from the global argument, 6 may be chosen so small that 
II vI II,, < (s/CJl v Ilo. So the last line does not exceed 
c * C’ * 4llCl VlllS + II ~lld 
(note that one chooses E, then C,, then 6). So, as in the global argument, if 
v E ,H and vI = v - H’u, then 
II W’ - 1) VI IIs G II W’v - ~111s + II C(T’(ff’v) - fWlls 
~ll([(T’-T)~ll,+lI~(Tv-o)ll+o 
Q WI c, ?J IL + II ZJ lld 
Thus 
IIW, Q IIW -1) dls + II Wdls 
< CN411c141S + Il4). 
It follows that 
II W’u - VII, Q C”4I L 0 IIS + II v IICJ 
Therefore ZZ, H’ are locally boundedly close: if w  is any unit vector in Hf’*q 
then 
The rest of the local argument follows the lines of the global one. 
It may be noted that in the case of (0, 1) forms, in which case 
N= (F - I)-‘, an alternative approach to stability for N is given by using 
elliptic regularity in II IIs for F - Z on the interior and then uniformity of the 
II II s+l estimates up to the boundary, just as was done with F. 
Once Theorem 3.9 is known, the rest is easy. For if a E H~sq(M), 
& = Ha = 0, then 6Na is the solution to the equation a# = ct which is being 
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sought (the Kohn solution). Therefore the stability estimates for Na transfer 
to ) = @Na with the loss of one derivative. This establishes Theorem 3.10. 
Theorem 3.11 is essentially a restatement of Theorem 3.10. This completes 
the discussion of the &Neumann problem. 
The stability of Kohn’s estimates for the J-Neumann problem under defor- 
mations of the complex structure has been treated explicitly above. The 
stability under boundary perturbations follows, as has already been noted, 
since a small C’ boundary perturbation is equivalent to a small Cj- ’ pertur- 
bation of the complex structure. However the case of boundary perturbations 
may be treated directly, as will now be indicated. It is desirable both to have 
a proof which makes no reference to perturbations of complex structure and 
to have available the attendent terminology which makes it possible to 
compare functions on different domains. Therefore we use the extension 
operators introduced in Section 2. 
A local version of the Calderon extension theorem stated in Section 2 is 
verified by an inspection of the proof in [2, p. 9 11: 
PROPOSITION 3.31. Let D IE RN have C’ boundary; let U G V c RN be 
connected open sets with C’ boundary and so that bU, bV intersect bD 
transversally and bU A bD, b V n bD are connected non-singular manifolds 
of dimension N - 2. Let 0 < s E H. There is a constant ES’,<U, V, D) such that 
While the extension operators have been defined on subdomains of RN, 
they may be transferred to subdomains of a manifold M* by using a fixed 
coordinate atlas on M*. Thus if a, fi are subdomains of M*, and if 
a E H,(M), a’ E H,(M’), we may define a metric on the ordered pairs 
(a, M), (a’, M’) by &,*((a, M), (a’, M’)) = I[~~cz - ~Yy’a’ IIH,(M*j. This 
metric is unambiguous once an atlas and the extension operators are fixed. If 
U E h4* is an open subset, then we may also define the localized metric 
/&rw*((“, w, (a’, M’)) = IIq~ - cj’a IIH,(“)’ c*> 
It is very convenient once M, M’ are fixed to use the same extension 
operators in (*) for all subdomains U of M*. 
In what follows the statement “equip the set J,* = {(a, a): a~ M*, 
01 E HOVE} with the C’ x A,(M*) topology” means to use the sets 
as the base for a topology on -R;*. 
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With this language, the following precise statements about stability of the 
&Neumann problem under boundary perturbations can be made. 
THEOREM 3.7’. The results of Theorem 3.7 satisfy the following form of 
stability under boundary perturbations: If ii? is a subdomain of some larger 
complex manifold M*, dim, M* = dim, M = n, and ifbM varies in the CtS+’ 
topology in W, then @yqi varies in the H, topology. More precisely, r 
U c M* is an open subset and tf C E Ct’+’ then the map 
1 
strongiypseudoconvex 
subdomains of M* I 
x (H,p.q(u) n H;“(M*)) + H;dl(M*), 
is continuous from the C*‘+’ x (&(M* n U) n &,(M*)) topology to the 
H,(M*) topology. 
THEOREM 3.9’. The results of Theorem 3.9 satisfy the following form of 
stability under boundary perturbations: if I%? is a subdomain of some larger 
complex man@ld M*, dim, M* = dim, M = n, and if bM varies C*‘+’ in 
M*, then @yNMa varies in the H, topology. More precisely, the map 
is continuous from the CzStS x (jf,(M* n v) n i&,(W)) topology to the 
H,(M*) topology. 
THEOREM 3.10’. The results of Theorem 3.10 satisfy the following form 
of stability under boundary perturbations: If M is a subdomain of M*, 
dim, M* = dim, M = n, and if bM varies in the Czst5 topology in M*, then 
C[K,a varies in the H,- 1 topology. 
Extra care must be taken to make this precise, since extension operators 
do not fespect the conditions &,f = 0, HMf = 0. Moreover, an element 
a E Jv<a,> nJ”VL) cannot be considered an element of 
Jr(a,,) n ,v(H,,) when M # M’. 
Hence proceed as follows. Fix M c M*. Fix an atlas on M* and use it to 
construct a defining function wrn for M and defining functions v~, for M’ 
near to M in M* (see Section 2). Let E > 0. There is a 6 > 0 so that if I@ is 
a subdomain of M*, if 
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if 
a E Jv(&) n Jy‘(H,) n HyyM), 
and if 
satisfy 
PL n,((a, W, (a’, M’)) + &(a, W (a’, M’)) < 4 
then 
For applications, it is the results on (0, 1) forms that are needed. 
Fortunately, these may be stated rather more elegantly than Theorem 3.10’: 
THEOREM 3.10”. Let n, M* be as in Theorem 3.10. Let U G M* be a 
subregion and c E C:(U). Let 0 < s E Z. 
(3.10”.1) Suppose that A? C_ M* is another subdomain. Let E > 0. 
Thereisa6>OsothatifaE~~‘(MUM’),~a=OonMUM (thisisa 
statement about distribution derivatives of a form-there are no subtleties 
about domain of unbounded Hilbert space operators), and if 
I( v,+, - vMrIICZm+5~M*~ < 4 then 
(3.10”.2) With notation as above, if a E #*l(M), ga =0,6 > 0 is 
suflciently small, a’ E fl*‘(M’), ga’ = 0, and 
then 
Finally, it may be noted that Theorem 3.11 is stable in a sense which need 
not be again repeated. 
The direct proofs of Theorems 3.7’, 3.9’, 3. lo’, 3.10” are parallel to those 
of Theorems 3.7, 3.9, 3.10. The stability of the interior regularity requires no 
comment. The uniformity of estimates at the boundary under boundary 
perturbations requires checking the behavior of the special boundary charts 
and the integration by parts arguments once again. This is tedious but 
similar to the discussion for almost complex structures. 
Note that [ 12, p. 7 1 ] makes use of a kind of uniformity (but not the 
stability) of S-Neumann estimates under a very special kind of perturbation 
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of the data. This uniformity result, used to prove the Newlander-Nirenberg 
theorem, is closely related to the stability results of this section. 
The estimates considered in this section are not the best possible estimates 
for the &Neumann problem. The optimal estimates for Kohn’s solution to 
the a problem are as follows. Let notation be as in Theorem 3.10. Then: 
(3.34) ~f~c~,~~bM=0,th~~IIC~Il,+,~C,lIC,~ll,+C,Il~ll,. 
(3.35) IfKli;i, ~n~~zO,~enII@II,+yz~ C,IIC,all,+ Csll~llo. 
Now the stability of the solution when U n ZM = 0 proceeds largely as 
before. However the stability of @ in the H,+,,(M) topology subject to 
C*‘+’ variations of bA4 or &f,,, requires considerable extra labor. The heart 
of the matter is again to check Theorem 2.4.5 and Lemma 2.4.6 of [ 12, 
pp, 38-421 and to see that each of the steps is stable. This follows from the 
facts that the coefficients of Q, F, the symbol a(& dr) in the &Neumann 
boundary conditions, and the eigenvalues of the Levi form vary smoothly if 
bD or iI,,, varies smoothly. In the case of deformation of the complex 
structure, the argument is straightforward. But in the case of boundary 
perturbations, the integration by parts arguments become very delicate so 
that the details become too cumbersome to present. Therefore the proof of 
stability of the solutions in the topology H,, V2 (instead of H,-,) will be 
omitted. While the optimal estimate is important for the theory, the 
distinction seems to be of little importance in applications. 
The stability (under perturbation of complex structure) in EP norms of the 
Kohn solution of & =f given in Theorem 3.10 implies immediately via 
Proposition 2.3 the stability in C’ norm. Similarly, the boundary perturbation 
stability in HS norms of that solution together with stability of the Sobolev 
embedding estimates implies the Cl stability of the solutions under boundary 
perturbation. Of course the number of derivatives to be controlled in the 
boundary or complex structure perturbation to attain stability of a given 
number of derivatives of the solution can be explicitly determined from 
Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 2.3. The detailed statement and immediate 
verification of these results are omitted. 
It should be noted that once C? stability is established, each j, then the 
definition in Section 2 of the C”O metric d and the comments following 
thereupon immediately establish Cm stability in Theorems 3.7, 3.9, 3.10, 
3.11. 
Remark. In [32], Hiirmander derived necessary and sufficient conditions 
on the eigenvalues of the Levi form for @ so that (3.35) will hold. With 
A E A4 U bM as usual, the condition Z(q) is said to be satisfied by i@ if at 
each P E bA4 the Levi form has at least n - q positive eigenvalues or at least 
q + 1 negative eigenvalues. Hiirmander’s theorem is that the basic estimate 
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(3.20) holds in Qf*q(M) if and only if A satisfies condition Z(q). The basic 
estimate is of course the key to the other arguments of this section. Therefore 
the sufficiency of Z(q) will be examined to see that there is an appropriate 
stability, under small perturbations of ZI,,,, of the basic estimate. Refer to 
the discussion of (3.14) above for notation. 
Now Lemma 3.2.3 of [ 12, p. 571, which implies the basic estimate on @f*” 
under the hypothesis of Z(q), is as follows: 
LEMMA 3.36. Let P E bM, U a special boundary chart at P, L, ,..., L, the 
corresponding orthonormal basis of vector fields for (l7,,, CG T, M) n CT, bM. 
Suppose that the Levi form at P is diagonal with eigenvalues 1, ,..., A,-, . For 
any 6 > 0 there is a neighborhood V c U of P so that 
uniformly over 4 E G2:*” n Afro, where IR(#)I < 6E($)*. 
Now it is only necessary to observe that if condition (*) holds with a fixed 
complex structure’ n, ,0 then the same inequality holds for a C* nearby 
complex structure nl,,, . This is so because C2 perturbation of the complex 
structure results in C’ perturbation of the coefficients in the L,, thus creating 
errors which can be absorbed by R(#) and O(E(#)(]# I]). Therefore all of the 
remaining arguments after (3.21) persist without change to yield: 
THEOREM 3.37. Let i@ = M V bM satisfy condition Z(q) and have C*‘+$ 
boundary. Then the results of Theorems3.7, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 for (p, q) forms 
hold on M. 
In [ 191, it was shown that stability for the Neumann operator of the type 
obtained in this section implies a certain type of stability for the Bergman 
kernel away from the diagonal. Specifically, the following result (which is a 
generalization of a result stated in [19] in anticipation of the proofs now 
given) holds; the proof from the results on the Neumann operator for the C” 
stability follows the pattern of the argument in [ 191 where only C” stability 
was considered. The details are omitted. In Section 5 a more comprehensive 
type of stability for the Bergman kernel is established, but the methods there 
are more difficult so that it is wirth noting the following result explicitly: 
THEOREM 3.30. If 6 is a positive number and D is a C”O strongly 
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pseudoconvex domain then the Bergman kernel function K(z, w) is P stable 
On 
DxD~{(z,w)EDx~:]z-w]+dist(z,bD)+dist(w,bD)<6} 
under C” perturbations of the boundary of D. 
As usual, a corresponding result holds for perturbations of complex 
structure via Hamilton’s theorem. 
4. THE HENKIN SOLUTION TO THE &PROBLEM 
For applications in function theory, the estimates for solutions to & =f, f 
a 2 closed (0, 1) form, on domains D C C” are the most crucial. In this 
context Grauert-Lieb, Kerzman, Bvrelid, Henkin, and others have 
constructed integral formule for solutions in case D is strongly 
pseudoconvex. (There are also integral formulae for (p, q) forms; a more 
recent development is that global integral formulae may be constructed on 
Stein manifolds [30]; these topics will not be further discussed here.) 
In general, it is not the case that solutions to the a problem given by the 
various integral formulae coincide. On the ball, the Henkin solution does 
coincide with the Kohn solution (see [55a]). Nevertheless, the solutions 
given by integral formulae satisfy good estimates in many different norms 
and are therefore very useful (the most detailed account of these estimates is 
given in [23]). In particular, the Henkin solution satisfies estimates in the C’ 
and Lipschitz topologies. This section has the very limited purpose of briefly 
discussing why the Henkin solution to the a problem on (0,l) forms for 
strongly pseudoconvex domains moves continuously in the C’ and Lipschitz 
topologies if the boundary of complex structure of either one varies 
sufficiently smoothly (see [37a] for related ideas). For the sake of brevity, 
the exposition will consist merely of an adumbration of steps. Suppose 
D c @” has C3 boundary and is strongly pseudoconvex. 
In what follows, let Z,(n,j) be the stability index of the Kohn solution to 
the &Neumann problem. That is, K,a varies C’ if bD or ZZ,,, varies 
C’+ro(nJ). We know from Section 3 that Z,(n,j) =j + n + 8 will do. 
Step I. The first step is to replace wz, by p(z) = (e-‘*B - 1) for 1 large 
and positive. For L sutIiciently large, the Levi form computed with p(z) 
instead of -v, is positive definite on all of T,,&“) z C’) (cf. [27, p. 6021). 
The choice of A depends only on ]I vD]]c2 and can be made uniform over an 
open neighborhood of D in the C2 topology, or over C* perturbations of 
n 1.0’ 
Step II. Following Henkin [27, Lemma 2.4, p. 6051 let y be the smallest 
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eigenvalue of the Levi form over all [E bD (this 
bations of bD). For c E bD, write 
is uniform over C2 pertur- 
(4.1) p(z) = 2 Re X,(z, r) + 2 “‘(‘) - (Zj - cj)(‘k - G) 
j+k= I azjazk 
+ W)lz - Cl33 
where X(z, 4) = XJz, c) is the Levi polynomial computed with the defining 
function p. There is an E > 0 depending on ]]p]lcl so that for z E B(<, 2~) it 
holds that 
Let 6 = ya2/8 and C7=-6. Let D s = iz: P(Z) < 43 
{z E B(c, a): ReX(z, c) < a}. It follows [27, p, 604, (2.6)] that 
vg,,,, = 
(4.3) (bD(L ~1) f-‘D, c 5.2c.o. 
If not, then for some z E bB([, E) n D,, Re X(z, [) > o whence, by (4.1) and 
(4.2), 
p(z) > 20 + Y&2/2 = Y&2/4 > 6. 
This contradiction proves (4.3) and shows that it holds uniformly over C3 
perturbations of bD or of n,,,. 
Step III. The idea is to construct a function @(z, 51 on D, X bD which 
preserves the essential behavior of 2 ReX on B([, a), each c, but which is 
smooth, bounded, and bounded from 0 when ]z - [] > E. It is necessary to 
see that the Q’s corresponding to two different but proximate D’s or two 
different but proximate n,,;s are themselves proximate. 
Let In X be the principal branch of logarithm on (2 Re X < o}. Fix 
x E C”(iR) satisfying X(t) = 1 if t < 6, x(t) = 0 if t > o/2. Let 
A (z, 0 = [In X(.G C)] . x(Re X(z, C)), z E WC9 2E) f-7 v~,2c.o,2 3 
A(z,C)= 0, z E B(C, W\V~2r,o,2, 
be defined for CE bD, z E B([, 2~). The following three properties of A are 
important: 
(4.4) A (z, 0 = ln JXz, C) if z E V~,2r,o’ 
(4.5) 4 * 30 E H,(B(L 2&)), each [E bD. 
(4.6) If o* E (H,(B(C,, 2a)))* then the map a,, : [+ (o*, A(z, LJ) 
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is C’ as a function of 6 E bD. If bD and bD’ are C3 close and q: bD + bD’ is 
the map obtained by pushing out along normals then af.on bD and a$ o q 
on bD will be C’ close. The analogous assertion for deformations of the 
complex structure holds as well. 
For each c E bD, let 
w, c-1 = &A (2, 0, zEB(C,E)~D,, 
B(z, 0 = 0, z E D&% ~1. 
Then B varies C’(D, X bD) under C3 perturbations of bD or of n,,,. In par- 
ticular, 
is weakly C’ from bD to H1(D6), and varies smoothly under C3 pertur- 
bations of bD or of n,,,. 
Step IV. Notice that gzB = 0 on D, and recall that the harmonic space 
on (0, 1) forms is empty. Thus the equation az C,(z) = B(z, (I) on D, may be 
solved. Let C(z, r> be the Kohn solution to this equation. Then 
(4.7) C-+C(~,O 
is weakly continuously differentiable from bD to L’(D,). What is more, if 
bD is assumed to be P3, then (4.7) may be seen to be weakly Cs from bD 
to H&D,). Similar comments could have been made about A and B above. 
Most significantly, C( . , 4) varies weakly C” if either bD or n,,, varies 
C’“(“*s+3)+s+3 (see Theorem 3.10). 
A brief argument [27, p. 6051 now shows that 
@(z, C) = F exp(C -A), z EB(C,&)nD,, 
@(z, <) E exp C, z s D@(C, ~1, 
satisfies, for D with Cst 3 boundary, 
(4.8) @ is holomorphic in z E D, and @(z, r) # 0 if z # c; 
(4.9) for z fixed, @(z, r) is Cs with respect to <E bD; 
(4.10) for any fixed 4 E bD and z E B(C;, E) n D,, 
@(z, 0 = m 0 * H(z, 0, 
where H( . , c) is holomorphic, non-vanishing, and bounded in the H, 
topology on B(& E) n D,. 
Step V. Recall Hefer’s lemma [27, p. 605 1: 
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PROPOSITION 4.11. Let D G C” be a domain of holomorphy. There are 
linear operators P,: B(D) --t B(D X D), i = l,..., n, so that f E B(D) implies 
(4.11.1) f(w) -f(z) = 2 (Wi - Z,Wif)(W z). 
i=l 
The proof of this result is by induction on dimension, in effect by an (n - 1) 
fold application of an extension theorem on holomorphic functions. Since the 
extension theorem comes from solutions of a problems, it follows that on 
strongly pseudoconvex domains the Pi may be seen to be stable in the (by 
now) familiar sense. 
It follows [27, Lemma 2.71 that 
@(zT 0 = 5 (zi - Ci) p,(z3 03 
i=l 
where the P, are holomorphic in z E D,, C” in [E bD, and are H, X C” 
stable under @‘o(n~s+3)+s+31 perturbations of bD or JI,,,. 
Step VI. It follows from (4.11.1) and purely formal arguments (by this 
is meant arguments which do not involve estimations) that the following 
formula for solutions to C? on (0, 1) forms holds [28, p. 2771: 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let D G C” be strongly pseudoconvex with C3 
boundary. Let f(c) = C./j(<) dc be a &closed_ (0, 1) form on D with Cl@) 
coeficients. Then a solution to the equation au =f is given by 
(4.12.1) U(z) = @ - l)! 
(27ri) Ii 
f A w’(v) A 43 
bDxIO.11 
where 
and 
k = l,..., n. 
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Step VII. (Analysis of the Henkin Solution): First, by modifications 
introduced in [29,44], the function Cp may be extended to a function db on 
D, x d so that it is still stable under perturbations of bD or ZZ,., and so that 
Proposition 4.12 still holds. Indeed, it s_hould be noticed 
(4.12.1) is independent of the values of @ of D, x bD. By 
Stokes’ theorem, formula (4.12-l) may be transformed to 
that the formula 
an application of 
tn - ‘)I 
- (2ni)” 6 )f;-z12” 
zf,<c>(fl, - ‘,I w(o ,, o(() 
, 
where a(~, 51, Q&, 0, a&, C) are phmmials in A, {W,&}, (P,), {ad@&}. 
This operation may be performed at the expense of assuming one more 
degree of differentiality of bD. 
Now the point is that (4.13) is an explicit formula in which the 
components of the kernel, that is, 6, u, a,, a,,, I C - z]*, manifestly vary C” in 
( and P(D,) in z if bD or ZZ,,, varies C “[‘o(“*~+‘)+~+~~. Since the kernels are 
holomorphic for C near bD, z E D,, z # c, it follows that the components of 
the kernel are C’(B x n). It should be noted that while the formula (4.12.1) 
is only asserted to be valid for f with C’(D) coefficients, the formula (4.13) 
may be extended to f with L’ coefficients, so long as derivatives are 
computed in the distribution sense. What is essentially equivalent to this 
procedure, and is usually more satisfactory in practice, is to compute a prioti 
estimates of (4.13) for forms which are smooth on D. Then standard 
compactness results, such as the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, can be used to pass 
from the a priori estimates to the full result. 
By tracing through the (very long and tedious) estimates of [28, 29, 44, 
451, and replacing s by s + 1 to facilitate comparison of kernels, the 
following stability result for estimates for Henkin’s solution of the a equation 
may be deduced. 
THEOREM 4.14. Let D C C” be strongly pseu&convex with 
CnI1ofnV S+4) +S+41 boundary, 0 < s E Z. Let HD be the operator assigning to 
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each 3 closed (0, 1) form on d with C’(D) coeflcients the Henkin solution u 
(cf. (4.12.1)) to 8~ =$ Then 
(4-14.1) IIHDfllAv*(D~ GwllLw,~ 
(4.14.2) lI%fll,,m+V2m < WIl,,,w 0 < cz Gs - f; 
(4.14.3) IIkfll,,~+v~~~~ < Wllcqr,,, 0 < k < s - 4. 
Moreover, using the extension operators L, for the Lipschitz spaces and @k 
for the Ck spaces, the stability of Ht, may be formulated in the following way. 
Let D be afixed open neighborhood of D. Let A(,,,,@) denote 8 closed (0, 1) 
forms with C’(D) coeflcients. 
(4.14.1’) The map 
I strongly pseudoconvex subdomains of 6 I x A,,,(D) -+ L’(D), 
CD, f) ++ L;,%f 
is continuous from the Cn[‘o(n*5)+51 x L*(D) to the A,,(D) topology; 
(4.14.2’) The map 
I strongly pseudoconvex subdomains of d I xA,,,(fi)+L’(@, 
UAf)*-,:+,,,H,f 
is continuous from the Cn1’o(n*1a1c5)t1ut51 x A,(d) to the A,+,,,(D) 
topology; 
(4.14.3’) the map 
strongly psudoconvex 
subdomains of fi I 
x A,,,@) -, L’@), 
CD, f 1 w C:+ vzH,f 
is continuous from the Cn[‘@* kt 5’+k+51 x Ck(D) to the Ckt II* topology. 
There are analogous stability results for perturbations of II,,,. 
Remark. With some additional effort (see [36]) the Henkin solution may 
be locally transferred, via coordinate maps, to strongly pseudoconvex 
manifolds and patched together. However, work must then be done directly 
on D rather than on D,. This has the slight technical disadvantage of 
making it impossible to pass directly from H, estimates on @( . , [) to C” 
estimates. This must instead be effected via the Sobolev imbedding theorem. 
Therefore with some technical changes, the estimates (4.14.1), (4.14.2) 
(4.14.3) hold and are stable under Cnt’~(n*4)t41tn+’ (resp. 
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~nllo(n.[al+5~t~olt51tntl ~nll~~n,kt5~tkt5~tnt1 ) perturbations of the complex 
structure in Case D ii a strongly pseudoconvex manifold. In case D is 
further a subdomain of a complex manifold W, then the estimates are stable 
under similar perturbations bD. 
5. THE STABILITY OF THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
FORTHE BERGMAN KERNEL 
This section is divided into Subsections A, B, C, D and ET Subsection A 
recalls some special terminology of Fefferman which is peculiar to the 
description of the asymptotic expansion. Subsection B formulates and 
discusses various versions of the stability of the asymptotic expansion. 
Subsection C recalls the global portion of Fefferman’s argument in a form 
from which the necessary stability can be computed. Subsection D considers 
the stability of the rather technical local estimates which comprise the bulk 
of Fefferman’s paper. (In order to avoid, wherever possible, verbatim 
reproduction of Fefferman’s work, frequent cross reference will be made here 
to [lo].) Subsection E sums up the final analysis. 
A. Weights 
Let D G C” have C’ boundary. If q: D x fi+ C is C’ and if k E N, then o 
is said to be of weight k provided that q(z, w) can be written as a finite sum 
of terms of the form 
P)rsSo& WI W’DW ( lg 2 Iw (2, - w,$ i 
x 
( 
F 2 Iw (z; - q (2 - wy (f- flp, 
where qrsraaoi E C’(fi x D), r, s, I are integers, a, ti are multi-indices, and 
r+s+B+j(jal+ltil)>k. 
The definition of weight is ostensibly problematic because a given function 
will have several representations as such a sum. However, Fefferman’s 
construction of KD is explicit and presents all such functions in this form 
automatically. In particular, the functions dp,,r=; will be read off from certain 
integral formulae and will be manifestly C’ stable in all the contexts in which 
they arise. So the ambiguity becomes moot. 
A kernel K: D x D + C is said to be admissible of weight k with C’ coef- 
ficients (where k is an integer or half integer and need not be positive) if the 
kernel K may be written as 
607/43/l-5 
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(5.2) K(z, w) = 5 q,,(z, w)X-yz, w) + (P(z, w) log X(z, w) + AZ, w), 
I=1 
where (weight rp,) - m, > k, weight $2 k, and p,, I& FE C’. In general, there 
may be infinitely many ways to write K in this form. On the other hand, all 
K’s in the derivation of the asymptotic expansion are derived in the form 
(5.2) from explicit integral formulae so that there is never any ambiguity as 
to how the K shall be written. 
It should be noted that in the definition of admissible kernel of weight k, it 
is in [lo] required that (5.2) hold only for z near w  and both points near bD. 
However, all kernels to be considered are smooth for (z, w) E d x d - 
(A n aD x aD) so that any such kernel which has a local representation like 
(5.2) also has a global one. (Here and henceforward it is assumed that the 
support of $ is contained in the set where Re X(z, w) is positive. Clearly, this 
can always be arranged, and it eliminitates the possible ambiguity in the 
meaning of log X(z, w), the principal value being available at all points 
where 6 # 0.) 
It should be recorded once and for all that admissible kernels of weight k 
allow k E jZ because the multi-indices a, c3 in the definition of weight count 
half. The indices r, s, 5 are not allowed to be half integers, nor are the 
components of cz, E. 
B. Principal Results 
Several formulations of the stability of the asymptotic expansion are given. 
They all have the same proof. Throughout, l,,(n,j) is the stability index of the 
Neumann operator on (0, 1) forms as derived in Section 3. That is, the a- 
Neumann operator on strongly pseudoconvex domains in C” is Cj stable 
under C’+‘O(~~) perturbations of 8D. The results of Section 3 combined with 
the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem show that &&z,j) may be taken to be 
j+n+8. 
It should be noted that in all of the theorems which follow, stability is 
formulated in the sense that the functions cpo,, p,, which occur as coefficients 
in the asymptotic expansions of KDO, K,, respectively, are proximate in the 
C’((fiU D) x (D,, U 0)) topology. Since ~1~ is a priori defined only on 
d X D, some comment is required. If (p E Ci(D X D), then there is an 
extension (see Section 1) of er to C” X Cc” which is still Cj. Therefore, the 
proximity of rp, and Pi, in C’((D U D,) X (D U D,,)) should be interpreted 
as the assertion that there exist extensions which are proximate. That these 
good extensions exist will be made explicit in the proof; indeed, they fall out 
of the construction. It is enough to show that v)~ and v)~, are C’ proximate on 
(D n D,) x (D n D,) and that they satisfy uniform C” ’ bounds on 
(DUD,) x (DUD,). 
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In each of the following theorems k&J) is a universal constant which 
will be shown, in subsequence subsections C, D, E, not to exceed 
32j + 18n + 92. Since this estimate on k, is far from sharp, it is not used 
explicitly in the statements of the theorems. In each theorem, the leading 
term of the asymptotic expansion is preceded by &,(lz - WI + 
w,(z) + t&w)), where 3, is a C’ cutoff function which is identically 1 near 
0. Here 0, has no special form except that its support is supposed to.be so 
small that if (z, w) is in the support of d,(lz - WI + w&z) + w,(w)) then 
Re X,(z, w) > 0 unless z = w  E a0. In particular, once a domain D, and its 
attendant &,, have been fixed, then the same (I,,, can be used for all C’ 
sufficiently nearby domains D. We shall not repeat these observations each 
time they might apply in the sequel. It should be clearly understood that 
Fefferman’s expansion is local so that the cutoff functions ~9~~ are a device 
for writing it as a global statement. Since the Bergman kernel is smooth off 
(diagonal n (bD x bD)), the difference between two different asymptotic 
expansions with two different choices of 6$, is smooth, hence negligible. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let D, C C” be a strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
CJ+ko(n*J’ boundary, j ) 2. According to Fefferman’s theorem [ 10, p. 91, let 
(5.3.1) KDo(z, 4 = Q0,(lz - WI + w(z) + VWl grad vD,wl* 
x det UDo(w) Xi;“+ ‘) (z, 4 + q&9 w)9 
with 
(5.3.2) Go(z, w) = ,f, (pP”(z9 WI x&yz9 4 
+ v%o(z, w) h3 G& 4 + h,<G WI 
a representation for K,,, as an admissible kernel of weight ) -n - f with CJ 
coe#Icients. (The constant N may be Jxed once and for all, depending only 
on n and D,.) For any E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that if D sati@es 
II wD - w~,IIo+~w < 4 then 
with 
&(z9 w) = c, %(I z - w I + w(z) + vW)lgrad tMVl’ 
x det YD(w) X,- (H+ l’(z, w) + &(z, w) 
edz, w) = 5 cpp<z, w) -Grn’(Z, w)+ hk w) log X,(z, w) + h(z, WI, I=1 
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the indices (m,} in the expansion of Kv the same as the indices in the 
expansion of KbO, and 
(5.3.3) II Ppo - (Pp IIcI((D Wo) x CD W(d) < E, 
(5.3.4) II v)D, - %Ilciw Wg) X(DWo)) < &, 
(5.3.5) II&Do- &Am”DoMDwo~~ < ET 
(5.3.6) II &I - ~Dollc4c~, < E. 
Furthermore, tf )I wb - ~~~~~~~ < 6’,6’ > 0 sflciently small; then the same 
conclusion holds with the Ci norm replaced by the C”O norm. 
A nearly equivalent formulation of the theorem is 
THEOREM 5.4. Let notation be as in Theorem 5.3. There is an eflective 
procedure for assigning to strongly pseudoconvex domains D an expansion of 
the form (5.3.1) for its Bergman kernel so that the map 
is continuous from the C i+ko(nJ’ topology on domains to the [C’] N+ 3 
topology. More precisely, tf E > 0 then it is possible to compute 6 > 0 and the 
number of terms of the asymptotic expansion [ 10, p. 13, Formula lo] so that 
the desired e-proximity in the CJ topology can be achieved. Finally, continuity 
in the C” topology also holds. 
Now it is a consequence of Hamilton’s theorem, for which a new proof 
was given in Section 1, that for strongly pseudoconvex domains all smooth 
deformations of complex structure can be obtained, up to biholomorphic 
equivalence, from nearby domains. There follows the stability of the 
asymptotic expansion under smooth deformations of the complex structure: 
THEOREM 5.5. Let notation be as in Theorem 5.3. Let 17T,0 be the 
Euclidean complex structure tensor on D, (see Section 3 for definitions). Let 
E > 0. There is a 6 > 0 so that 17 IT,,, is a new complex structure on D,, 
11 l7,,, - II:,, IIcj+k,,(na < 6, then the asymptotic expansions for Kb under the 
complex strucutre II,,, and under the complex structure lTtO are proximate 
in the sense of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. (Here the Ci+ko(nVj) norm is in the 
sense of derivative norms on tensors, as discussed early in Section 2.) The 
analogous stability in the C” metric also holds. 
There are two particularly useful corollaries of Theorem 5.3 which will 
now be presented. Further variants along the lines of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 
and Corollary 5.6 may be supplied by the reader. 
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COROLLARY 5.6. Let notation be as in Theorem 5.3. Let E > 0, 
i 3 j) 0. There is Q 6 > 0 so that if DE C”, 11 yl~, - ~bI/c,+~~~ < 6, 
z - w  J + w,(z) + w,(w)) < 8, then 
(;)a (-&)’ K&, 4 
for all multi-indices a, /3 with I a I + I/?1 Q j. The constants in z are uniform 
over all D with II vt,, - v b cl+to(“~ < 6, and may be made arbitrarily near 1 )I 
by choosing 6 s@‘ciently small. 
When Kb is restricted to the diagonal, the asymptotic expansion takes a 
particularly simple form [ 10, p. 451. This is the form in which Feff’man 
originally applied his result, and the form required for the curvature results 
described in the Introduction to and Section 1 of the present work. The 
stability result on the diagonal is 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let notation be as in Theorem 5.3. Let 
KD,(Z7 z> = @Do(Z) Y;Jn+ “(4 + ED, 1% YD&) + ~D,(z, 
be the asymptotic expansion for Kt,Jd. Let E > 0. Then there is a 6 > 0 so 
that if0 c C” with 1) wb, - I~DII~,+~(“~ < 6, then 
JUG 2) = @D(z) YG OI+ “(4 + &D(Z) log YD(Z) + ~D,(Z, 
with 
II @Do - @D Ilm u&b < 6 
II QDo - @D Ilcm Wo,) < 6, 
II (aDo - 3, Ilcm UD,) < &* 
The analogous stability in the Cw metric holds as well. It should be 
particularly noted that 
@D(Z) = at + 6 Y,(Z) + wmh 
where the constants a,, may be taken to be bounded and boundedfrom 0, and 
a, may be taken to be bounded, uniformly over domains D with 
11 ‘yo, - VD Ild+btd < a. 
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A few remarks are now in order. First, all theorems hold on a strongly 
pseudoconvex subdomain of a complex manifold M. This is true because all 
of the subtle constructions in Fefferman’s theorem are local (the global 
patching arguments require only L2 &Neumann theory). Working on 
manifolds would only add technical complications to the proofs in this 
section, so results are formally stated and proved only for subdomains of Cc”. 
Second, it is trivial that the terms of the asymptotic expansion not 
explicitly mentioned in the theorems, namely, vD, L,, 19~ and X,, are Cj 
stable under Cj+’ perturbations of D. 
Finally, it is most convenient in geometrjc applications to have a version 
of Corollary 5.7 in which @,, SD, and 6, are C”. This does not come 
immediately out of Fefferman’s construction in [lo]; but it may be manufac- 
tured from the result for each k = 1, 2,.... The argument (verbal 
communication) may be outlined as follows. 
Work is done on a fixed strongly pseudoconvex D c C” with C* 
boundary. For each k, Fefferman’s theorem provides functions Qk, &.k, 6, 
such that 
qz, z) = @k(Z) v(z)- Ol+‘) + &k(Z) log v(z) + b,(z). 
First it is convenient to change notation and write 
K(z) = Qk(Z) - y/(z)-‘” + l) + l,(z) log w(z), 
where Qk, &‘k E C”(D), each k, but the symbol Qk now denotes the quantity 
(Qk + mk . v”+‘) from the preceding formula. Now, for j, k > n + 3, 
<6,,<z> - $ktZ)) log dz> = (@ktZ) - @,i(z)) ’ v/(z>-‘“+ ‘) 
or 
(G,(Z) - Qk(z)) ‘Y(ZYtl 1% V’(Z) = @ktZ) - @j(z)* (*I 
Since Qk - Qj E_C”‘(fi), m = min(j, k), it follows that (Qj - @k)(aD = 0. But 
6j - 6, E Cm(D) so there is an f;,, E Cm-r@) with 6j - 6k =fjl,k 4 w. 
Therefore 
f;,ktz> * dz)“+’ log dz) = @ktZ) - @,tz>* 
It follows that Qk - Qj = O(w” +’ log W). !ihCe @k - @j E C”, there must be 
a g/,k E Cmecnt 2’(6) with Gk - @, = gj,k . yl”+ 2. 
NOW one consequence of this argument is that QjlaD = QklaD, 
sji18~ = ‘kh all j, k > n + 3. So if functions @,: i3D + C, 6,: lJD + C are 
defined by 
Qa, = Gj, s:, = !Bj, any jZn+3, 
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then these functions are well-defined and C" on 80. It is necessary to extend 
them in the direction normal to cYD, and to see that the resulting functions 
provide the desired asymptotic expansion. In the next paragraph, germs of 
such extensions will be constructed in the normal coordinate w  with C”O 
coefficients in the tangential coordinates. Then E. Borel’s theorem will 
provide V’ functions in w  which represent these germs. Since the tangential 
estimates which will be satisfied by these functions are uniform in the normal 
directions and vice versa, it follows that the resulting 9,, 4, are Cm 
functions. (See Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 2.6.) 
Now let 1 <p E E. Assume inductively that CmpP functions fT,,R and 
Cm-(n+p+ ‘) functions & have been constructed, all j. k > n + 2 +p, 
m = min(j, k), so that 
6, - f& =ff.* * w4 
&-- @,=g& * y”+l+p. tt) 
Take j, k ) n + 2 + (p + 1). Substitute the relations (t) into (*) to obtain 
f& * yp+“+llog y =g;,&yp+“+? 
Conclude as before that there is an 
Then it follows that there is a 
gflgl E Cm-(n+W+l)+l) with gIk = g,9: ’ . w. 
Now, working locally, fix P E 80 and make a Cw change of coordinates 
on a neighborhood U of P so that {8D n U} = {z E U: y; = 0). The existence 
of {f;,,}, together with the remarks about @,laD, guarantees that there is a 
well-defined C”O germ g, in the variable yn, whose formal power series has 
coefftcients which are C” functions of z , ,..., z, _ , , x, on U n 80. The coef- 
ficients of the formal power series in yn of this germ are given by the 
condition that the p-jet of q?, is the same as the p-jet of &,, j )p + 1. Then 
E. Borel’s theorem guarantees that there is a Cm function 6, which 
represents $, . The final claim, which completes the proof, is that 
F(z) = Y”“(Z){~(Z, z) - Q,(z) log Y(Z)) (**) 
is C” on U. Once this is shown, then (**) defines Qp,(z) and completes the 
proof. 
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Now fix l<fEZ and write 
F(z) = Wnfltz)l~tz, z) - &(z) * log v(z)1 
+ y/n+ l(z) log y/(z){ 3$(z) - c&(z)) G I + II. 
Then I = Cp, E C’(D) by construction. The second term is clearly C’ except 
possibly in the y, direction at 30. But the expression vanishes to order n + I 
as D 3 z -+ 80. So II E C’(D). Thus F is C’ in the y, direction. It is trivially 
C’ in tangential directions since I and II are. Since this is true for every I, the 
aforementioned uniformity of estimates implies that FE Cm@). 
The stability of @,, 8, under C” perturbations of 8D is clear from the 
construction, the definition of the Cm topology, and the stability in Ck, 
each k. 
The preceding argument proves the existence of a C”O (not just a Ck, each 
k) asymptotic expansion for K(z, z) when i?D is C”. To obtain a C” 
expansion for K(z, w), z # W, perform the above iterative arguments on each 
real line passing through P E aD. This determines the germ 6, at P f LJD 
(for the derivatives of &j at P are determined algebraically by the directional 
derivatives along sufficiently many but finitely many lines through P). Then 
E. Borel’s theorem yields &.oo(z, W) and a repetition of the final argument in 
the diagonal case gives Qoo(z, w). 
C. The Global Argument 
The purpose of this subsection is to derive the formal asymptotic 
expansion [ 10, p, 13, formula lo], which is merely an identity of Hilbert 
space operators, in such a fashion that the stability properties of the kernels 
of these Hilbert space operators is computed and cataloged. Once this has 
been done, the stability properties of these kernels in the Ck topology can be 
more readily computed in Subsection D. 
First, a large number of cutoff functions will be used in this section. 
Invariance will be easier to compute if they are all modeled on one fixed CF 
function. Therefore, fix a @ satisfying 
(5-g) tP E qyC”), 
(5.9) @(z) = 1 if Iz] < 99/100, 
(5.10) c?(z) = 0 if 121 > 1, 
(5.11) O<@<l, 
(5.12) @ is radial. 
If E > 0, let @Jz) = @(E . z). 
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Fefferman reduces all the calculations in his proof to five lemmas. The 
first two will be needed in this section, Therefore, they must be rendered in a 
stable form. 
Analysis of Lemma 1 [ 10, p. lo]. Let B =B(O, l), and let 
1 = (1,O ,..., 0) E C”. Let BC B satisfy 
(i) B is strictly pseudoconvex with C’+‘“(nJ)+n+’ boundary; 
(ii) 86,<diamg< 124,; 
(iii) BnB(ll,S,)= BnB(ll,S,). 
Then 
K&9 WI = (1 _ z f G)n+ 1 + (ps(z, 4 
for all (z,w)EB”x(~nB(ll,&,/2)). Here rp,-ECJ+‘(Bx(Br7B(ll,d,,/2))). 
As will be explained momentarily, it is unnecessary to formulate a stable 
version of this lemma (though it can be in fact checked that small smooth 
perturbations of 18 result in small smooth perturbations of q~). It will be 
useful to have a quite detailed version of the proof of the lemma (as sketched 
in [lo]), however: 
Let f,(z) = Kg(z, w) x~(z) - &(z, w), w  E g. If h E A2(B), then 
le h& = h(w) - h(w) = 0. This orthogonality of f,,, to A2(D) implies via 
Kohn’s a’ solution estimates that f, is smooth (with derivative estimates 
uniform in w) away from l&YB; this will be explained in detail in the 
following paragraph. In particular, this uniform smoothness holds when 
dis(z, as\aB) > t&,/4. Since dis(z, 8qaB) < 6,/4 implies that 
dis(z, w) > 6,/2, Kerzman’s work [37] yields that both K,( . , w) and 
m* 9 w) are smooth, uniformly in w, for these z values. It remains to 
discuss in detail the smoothness (uniform in w) when z, w  are close to 
aB n 8s. 
For this purpose, let pj: B -+ R be a sequence of nonnegative C”O functions 
such that Pj = 1 on B n B(ll, 24,) and p, + xg boundedly so that 
Kg(z, w) p,(z) - K,(z, w) + KB(z, w) a(z) - KB(z, w) in Lt. Let $I be the 
Kohn solution of the equation v,(z) = a;&(~, w) p,(z) - KB(z, w)), i.e., 
]fJi= 0 if h E A2(D). Since a(Kgpj - KB) E 0 on B(1,26,), the pseudolocal 
estimates (with Zf-, norm of 8(Kgp, - KB) as the ambient term) yield for 
each s an H, norm estimate (uniform in w) off, on B(ll, 6,) in terms of the 
H-1 norm of g(K~p, - KB). Now t!f(K~p, -KB) converges in H-, to 
a(iYBx~ - K,) so that the (global) estimates in Theorem 3.10 imply that {fi} 
converges in H-, to an element f. E H-,. And of course f. continues to 
satisfy the H, norm estimates on B(ll, 6,). Thus to complete the proof, it is 
necessary only to check that f, = Kgxg - KB. 
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To achieve this, consider the difference h =f, - (K~xa - KB). It is 
holomorphic, since &r = a& - a(K~xs - KB) = 0. Also h is the H-i limit of 
L* functions hi each of which is orthogonal to A*(B), namely, 
h, =A - (Kixg -KB). Thus the proof concludes by application of the 
following lemma: 
SUBLEMMA. If a holotnorphic function h E H-, is the H-, limit of a 
sequence hi E L2 such that I hi = 0 for all g E A2(B), all j, then h = 0. 
Proof of Sublemma. For each p E B pick a real-valued radial 
nonnegative function b around p of compact support in B and total integral 
1. Then, because h is holomorphic, h(p) = Ih(z) b(z) dV(z). Write 
b,(z) = K(z,p) and b2(z) = b(z) - b,(z). Then b, , b, E C”(B) by [ 371. Now 
l hb, = limj s h,b, = 0 since h, is orthogonal to A’(B), 6, E A’(B), and the 
limit over j is valid because b, E H,. Also l hb, = 0. To see this note that 
jkb, = 0 for all k E A2(B). Since A 2(B) is H- , dense in the holomorphic 
functions in H-, (see [3]), there is a sequence kj+ h in H-, norm with 
kj E A’(B). Since b, E H,, fhb, = limi(kjb2 = 0. Thus h(p) = 0, all p. 1 
The lemma, and in fact the obvious analogne.of Lemma 1, hold for any 
C” strongly pseudoconvex domain. 
Analysis of Lemma 2 [ 10, p. 171. Let D, @ C” be strongly pseudoconvex 
with Cj+5 boundary, j > 0. Let P E aD,; there is a neighborhood V = V, of 
P with the following property. For any z” E V, there is a biholomorphic map 
[,,, sending V onto a neighborhood of 0 E C”, sending z” to the point 
(I,,, O,..., 0) and sending Don V to a region of the form 
ReC, = ICI’ -P&‘, Im cl) 
+ (5th and higher order terms in C, e, Im c,). 
Here (C,, 4’) E L,<v>, C = K2,..., L), and p,, is a real-valued fourth order 
polynomial in C, C, Im <, satisfying 
PX, Im cl) 2 C(lc;l I4 + I Im Cl I”). 
Moreover, czO depends C’ on z” and is Ci stable under Cj+’ perturbations of 
80,. 
Proof of Lemma 2. This is immediate. An inspection of Fefferman’s 
proof reveals that it consists, up to line (t) of [ 10, p. 181, of explicit 
polynomial coordinate changes determined by the Taylor expansion for wD,. 
The final coordinate change is 
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for a “sufficiently large c’ which Fefferman does not specify. However, C 
may be taken to be some dimensionality constant times ]] ~v,,]]c~. The claimed 
smoothness and invariance is therefore clear. u 
Remark. It should be particularly noted that the diameter of V= B(P, o) 
may, as a consequence of this lemma, be selected uniformly for all P E 80, 
all D in some C’ neighborhood of D,. Moreover, shrinking w  slightly, it 
should be noted that the conformal map is defined on a neighborhood of 
~90 n V and the asserted stability is valid on this neighborhood. 
To complete the global argument, it remains to study Steps II and III, 
pp. 10-13 of [lo]. Step II is immediate, given Lemmas 1, 2. What is more, if 
D, is a fixed strongly pseudoconvex domain and if D is Cs sufficiently close 
to D, , then the same partition of unity {p}z=, and the same functions {@‘} 
may be used for D as for D, (here it is understood that each p”, 
$’ E C:(V)). The 9 should be manufactured from @ sothat the comments 
in the third paragraph of Subsection B about the function 8 now becomes 
meaningful. 
Following [lo, p. lo] closely, set, for w  E D as above, 
(5.13) lqz, w) =3-“,(z) * [ (1 - cxz,~ L(w))“+ l 
Here ,P;( - ) = det@&/az). Thus the Bergman kernel is pulled from a 
domain B back to a domain D” (a moment’s reflection shows that the same 
B’ may be used for each a = l,..., N). It should be noted that Kt(z, w) is 
smooth for z in a neighborhood of D” except at z = w, and by Lemmas 1 
and 2 above, the expressions SO,(z), X”,(w), &CO,(z), c:(w)), 
(1 - L(z) * C”,(w)) are C’ smooth and stable under Ci+e perturbations of 
D,, where 8 = I,(n,j + n + 3) +j + n + 3. 
Now letting J’( - ) or J’( a, w) represent distributions l.A’(D,), it follows 
that 
(5.14) s,=K~(.,w)x,oc,,(.)+~(.,W) in D, 
= G( * 3 WI xmd * 1 cp”( * 1 
+ Rx * 9 w) XDqv)( * I(1 - V( - ))I + 4 - P WI. 
The term in square brackets, which will be called F,, has its support in 
(z E D,: 6,,(z) ) s5}. Write F, = @b,o * F, + [I;, - @8,0 * F,] = f4$0 * F, + 
, Y( - , w) (remember that @ is radial!). A routine calculation [ 10, p. 11, (3)] 
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verifies that Qs10 * F, is CJ and Cj stable under Ci+e perturbations of D,. SO 
(5.14) becomes 
- - 
with g”(. , W) E Cj(l’jl; x Vu) and stable as noted. For z, w  E v” this may be 
rewritten as 
(5.15) 4v + Gx * 3 WI xoo\nqw,( * ) ul”( * > 
=K~(~,w)p”(.)+g”(-,w)+M-(*,w). 
Now the right side is simplified by noting that, by (5.13) 
Icgz, w) = f”,(z) 
[ 
c -1 (1 - C”,(z) * ciw))” + ’ cl(w) 
+ .J-“,(z> ul(W)3 r”,(w)> cxw) 
= KY(z, w) + qz, w), 
where h” E Ci(F x p) and Cj stable under C’+e perturbations of D,. Thus 
(5.15) becomes 
(5.16) &,+K;(-, whD\oc4’)Pu(‘)=Jw~ w)~“(~)+~u(.,w)+~6~(.,w), 
where f”(z, w) = h”(z, w) p”(z) + g”(z, w) E Cj(& x p) and stable as noted 
above. 
Now the purpose of reiterating the above calculations so carefully is to 
facilitate checking that the &Neumann patching argument which is about to - 
be performed is stable. Let fi E a[Ky(. , w) p”(. ) + i”“(. , w)] E Cl-‘(0,) G 
Hi- ,(DJ, and let u”, be the unique (Kohn) solution to au = J”, which is I to 
A’@,). It follows that u”, E Hj-z C Ci-n-3(z) and (by Section 3) that the 
estimates on u”, are Hj-, stable under Cj-2+‘o(n*j-2J, in particular Ci+e, 
perturbations of D,. (It may be noted in passing that an eneormous amount 
of information is discarded by using C-i(&) E Hi-,(D,), but that H, is the 
only convenient norm in which to check J-Neumann stability, A direct 
verification of Cj stability of &Neumann would involve an analysis of the 
vastly complicated work [23].) 
Noting that u”, also depends Cj smoothly on w, it follows from (5.16) that 
4 + cx * 3 w> XD,\DW V( * 1 
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or 
= [K~(.,w)~~(.)+G"(.,w)] +J'-(.,w), 
where G*(~,w)=~~(.,w)-~“,(-)EC’-“-~(~X~) and stable under 
Cjfe perturbations of D,. Moreover, the expression in square brackets is 
analytic in z for each fixed w  E v”. 
Now the analysis of [ 10, pp. 12-131, beginning with line (8) and ending 
with line (lo), goes over without change to yield the expansion of Hilbert 
space operators 
(5.17) 
where 
K &=K,-KK,B+KJ2-..., 
K,(z, w) = f KY@, w) P”(Z) 9(w) + G(z, w), 
(5.18) 
o=l 
J% 4 = 2 Kxz9 4 P”(Z) g(w) XD,~-cW)’ 
orI 
and G(z, w) = Ct=0 G”(z, w) (ii”(w). It shouid be noted that G”( s, w) is 
nothing other than K,,( e, w) which is known, by the argument of Kerzman 
[37] and Theorem 3.38, to be in C’(%, x supp go) and stable under C’+e 
perturbations of Do. Thus GE CJ-“-3(&~ &) and stable under Cite 
perturbations of Do. 
The operator norm estimates on Kf, gD hold uniformly for D in a C’+’ 
neighborhood of Do as long as j > 1, say, since the classical estimates on 
the Hilbert integral depend only on one derivative of the kernel. That the 
operators actually vary smoothly in the (L’, L2) operator topology follows 
also, but this fact will not be needed. 
With a simple change of index in the orders of smoothness, the results of 
the analysis of Fefferman’s global argument can now be summaried as 
follows: 
Summary of the Analysis of the Global Argument 
Let D, c C” be strongly pseudoconvex with C’+” boundary, &z,j) = 
lo(n,j + 2n + 6) + 2n + 6. Recall from the beginning of Subsection B that 
lo(n,j) =j + n f 8 will do. Let 
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K,(z, w) = 5 KY@, w) V(z) P(w) + G(z, w), 
o=l 
a@, WI = 5 Gxz, w) P”(Z) I(w) x&\po(w). 
o=l 
Let K,, 8 also denote the (L’, L*) integral operators with their respective 
kernels. Then 
&,(z, w)=K1 -K,8 +K,P - . . . 
in the sense of Hilbert space operators. The functions 
(5.19) Jydz), C(W)? cxz), r;(w), P(W), C”,(w)) 
are Cj for z E supp cp”, w  E supp $’ and vary C’ when D, varies Cj+P. The 
function G E C’(F x G) and varies Cj when D, varies C’+ “. 
D. The Local Argument 
The first, and major, task is to check the stability of Fefferman’s Lemmas 
3, 4, and 5. 
Analysis of the Preliminaries to the Proof of Lemmas 3 and 4 [IO, 
pp. 19-201 
Let V, c,,,( - ) be as in the statement of Lemma 2. The symbols y, w  stand 
for points in V. The real coordinates of their points will be (yr,..., y2J, 
(w 17***9 w2,,), respectively. Work is done relative to a fixed domain D,. 
(a) The function (a/aw)l &,,( y)l’ coincides on {(y, w): 1 c,( y)l = I] with a 
function #(y, w) of weight > 1. 
The only thing that need be noted here is that (~/~w)~&,,(y)~* varies C’ 
when D, varies C’+‘. A lan g ce at Fefferman’s proof likewise shows that 
Fefferman’s function $, and therefore the coeflcients in the representation of 
(c?/&v)[ c,,,( y)l’ as a function in a weight class > 1, varies Cj also. 
(b) Fix w  E V. There is a smooth first order differential operator ip, on V, 
with no normal component at bD,, satisfying PYX( y, w) = 1 and therefore 
Xem( y, w) = (const.) PYX-(m-r)( y, w), m> 1. 
The coefficients of YY depend Cj on w  and are C’ stable if D, varies in C’+‘. 
This fact is, from a technical viewpoint, crucial since it will make possible 
the integration by parts arguments which prove Lemmas 3 and 4. On the 
other hand, the construction of YY is a (very sophisticated) calculus exercise, 
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and counting the two derivatives necessary to construct X plus the three 
which justify the necessary differentiations, the stability is established. 
(c) For w  E V faed, let vr(y) be the unit cotangent vector parallel to 
grad( 1 - I<,(y)l*)I, dy. Then the symbol of YY(y, vJy)), as a function of 
(y, w), has weight ) 1. The stability of this statement has been addressed 
(implicitly) in b). 
(d) Fix w  E V, and set M = C;‘(S), S the unit sphere. (Here we follow 
Fefferman in linearly translating the sphere of Lemma 2~0 the unit sphere.) 
T_here is a smooth first order differential operator YY on M satisfying 
L$X(y, w) = 1 on Yn M so that 
x-m = c~yx-Cm-l) for m>l. 
The coefficients of gY depend C’ on w  and vary C’ if D, varies C’+‘. The 
increase from C’+’ to Cjt6 arises because gY is constructed from a splitting 
of YY into tangential and normal components. If A4 is written as the graph of 
a function FM0 in a suitably chosen coordinate system, then !P$’ varies C’ 
when D, varies CJta. 
Before Lemmas 3 and 4 may be studied, some terminology must be 
established. Now lut is manifestly an admissible kernel of weight (-n - l), 
and has no logarithmic term. This is because C”,(. ) agrees with pDo(. ) to 
first order at 80,. It therefore follows that the representation of K; as axe 
admissible kernel of weight (-n - 1) has C’ stable coefficients under C’+“ 
perturbations of D, because the coefficients are smooth functions of those 
listed in (5.19). Therefore, it is possible to write 
where weight@,) - m, ) -(II + l), FE C’(G X z) provided D, has C’+ 
boundary (recall from the Summary of the Global Argument that &z,J) = 
Z&J + 2n + 6) + 2n + 6). What is more, it has been established that the 
numbers m,, M are unchanged if DO is perturbed C’+!‘ and that*, f change 
C’ under such perturbations. Thus if K is any kernel on &X D, then K8’” 
is a finite sum of terms of the form 
(5.20) K’(z, w) = j KG, Y) v+(Y, w) XD~(Y, w) P”(Y) 6”(w) dC9 
Y EDO\D’W 
(where weight@,) - m, > -(a + 1)) and a term of the form 
R(z, w) = 1 K(z, Y) b(r, 4 #‘(Y) P(w) dWb JE C’(0, x D,). 
v~D\plW 
* 
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Finally, define the norm, for r > 0, 
Analysis ofLemma 3 [lo, p. 141. If K E C’(&X &), D, has C”+“’ 
boundary, P = ,~(n,j) = I,(n,j + 2n + 6) + 2n + 6, then 
and ~(6, q)+ 0 as 6 + 0, q + 0 provided q < q,,(6). (Here 6 is the crucial 
factor which first appears in Step II [ 10, p. IO] and measures the order of 
contact of D” with D,.) 
In order to formulate the stability assertion, it is best to use the alternate 
form of the lemma given in [ 10, p. 20 J: 
Let fE C’(G x K); let either K(y, W) = o(y, w)/(X(y, w))” with 
cp E C’(& X &) and weight(o)-m > -(n + 1) or else K E Cj(K X &). Let 
V, &,, be as in Lemma 2, and suppose that o”, $7 are Cj functions <I on & 
and both supported in a ball of radius 2s contained in V. Set 
Moreover, if f is perturbed in the C’, ?I (equiv. the Cj) topolgy, and if p,“, $“, 
v, are perturbed in the C’ topology (which occurs, in the circumstances 
which will be of interest here, when D, is perturbed in the Cj+” topology), 
then 2 is perturbed in the ]I ]]cj,9 topology. 
Proof ofLemma 3. It is enough [ 10, p. 21, Formula (8)] to prove 
(and to consider the stability of D”, g), where 0 E supp 6, 
and c(6) may be made arbitrarily small with 6 at the possible expense of 
making C(S) large. The idea is now to differentiate g under the integral sign 
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and to “integrate by parts,” using (b) and (d) of the preliminaries, to obtain 
an estimate in terms off. 
To summarize the analysis in [lo], part (a) of the preliminaries, (a/a~)~ g 
is a finite sum of terms of the form (see [lo, p. 22, Formulas I, II]) 
(5.21) 
with weight(p)-ma--(n+ l)-]a] and 
with weight(o) - m > 1 -n - (a] + Ip] and I/II Q jai-l. Moreover, J o”, Q, 
vary C’ if D, varies C2’+2L((n*‘) (h ere it should be noted that the functions q~ 
appearing in formulae (5.21) and (5.22) are possibly derivatives, of p, cp 
from previous formulae). 
Now in estimating terms of type (5.22), it is noted that there are two 
possibilities. Either (i) weight(o) -m > 1 - n whence the integral converges 
absolutely and its boundedness and stability are routine [lo, p. 24, 
Formula 11, or (ii) the integral may be rendered absolutely convergent by 
enough integrations by parts using (d) of the preliminaries. Stability in the 
second case is immediate from that of the component functions. 
The analysis of terms of type (5.22) is similar. m 
Some additional language is needed to formulate Lemmas 4 and 5. Let K 
be an admissible kernel of weight k. Let 
R, = {(z, ~1: W,,(Z) + VG&~ + Iz - 4 < tl, t > 0. 
Then @y~ps~(~DO(z) + w,,(w) + Iz - WI) = q(z, w) equals 1 on R, and is 0 off 
R 26. Write 
K(z, w) = K(z, w) 7/(z, w) + K(z, w)( 1 - q(z, w)) = Ka + Kb. 
If K has Cl coefficients, then Kb is @(zX z) since Kb is supported away 
from {z = w] nao,. In particular, Kb can be ignored in all that follows 
since smoothness and stability assertions for it are trivial. To make matters 
more simple, merely suppose from now on that K is supported on R,,. Write 
m w) = 2 bpl(Z, w) x-m’(z, w) + Q(z, w) log X(z, w) + J(z, w), 
I=1 
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- 
where weight@,) - m, > k, weight($) > k, $E Ci(& x D,), and,cp,, 6, T are 
supported in R,,. Then 
KIF = ((p,X-m’) B + (q? log X) g + ($j 8. 
But the last term is covered by what has been done in Lemma 3 (see the 
comment following (6) in [ 10, p. 151). So it is necessary to study the first 
two. Summarizing Fefferman’s analysis [ 10, p. 151, it is necessary to study 
- 
where P,, os E C’(& x D,), weight@,) - m, > k, weight(po,) - m, > -(n + l), 
and cp,, ‘ps are both supported in B(p,, 226) X B(p,, 226) (where p, comes 
from the original partition of unity in Step II of the global argument); 
(5.24) K,,(z, w) = j 6% Y) 1% m Y) P,(Y, w> x-ms(Y9 4 dV(Yh 
Y  ED,+’ 
- 
where 6, (ps E Cj(xx Do), weight @> k, weight@,) - m, > - (n + l), and 
@, o, are both supported in B(p,, 226) X B(p,, 226); 
(5.25) Kc’J(Z9 4 = 
I 
%(Zv Y> x-m’(z9 Y) &YY WI dY9 
YEDo\DO(W) 
- 
where ol, JE Cj(& x D,), weight(q,) - m, > k, and or, fare both supported 
in B(p,, 226) X B(p,, 226); 
(5.26) K&, w) = 
I 
d(z, Y> 1% -% Y) &YT WI dY3 
YED$pW 
.- - 
where rp,, FE C’(D, x D,), weight($) > k, and 6, $ are both supported in 
B(p,, 226) x B(p,, 226). Here the various cutoff functions 6, & cp,, rp, are 
explicitly constructed functions (which have occurred in previous arguments 
and are known to be stable) which have been multiplied by a function 
?@I = @ i,o&~ -p,) to localize their supports. 
Analysis of Lemma 4 [ 10, p. 16 1. The kernels K,, and K,, belong to .- - 
C’(D, x D,) provided that D, has C 2jj+2W(n~j’ boundary. Moreover, these 
functions are Cj stable under C2i+2r(nJ) perturbations of D,. 
ProoJ This is nearly identical to that of Lemma 3 and is therefore 
omitted. m 
Now Lemma 6 is in fact an ancillary lemma required to prove Lemma 5. It 
is an assertion about the ball B and needs no stability analysis. Nevertheless, 
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some questions of smoothness and form arise, so the lemma is now stated 
and a few comments added. 
Analysis of Lemma 6 [ 10, p. 251. Let L,(z’, w), K,(w, z”) be admissible 
kernels on the unit ball, of weight k, , k,. Suppose that K, has no logarithmic 
term. Then the composed kernel Klo(zl, 2’) = jsK1(zl, w) K,(w, 2’) dw is an 
admissible kernel of weight ) k, + k, + n. If K,, K. have C’ coefficients, 
then so does K,,. If the coefficients of K,, K, vary in the C’ topology, then 
so do those of Kio. Likewise, the number of terms in the expansion of K,, as 
an admissible kernel is rigid under small C’ perturbations of the coefficients 
of K,, K, . Thus K,, is termwise stable as an admissible kernel of weight 
>k, + k, + n. 
Remarks. The bulk of the proof consists of analysis of real analytic 
kernels on the ball. The coefficients of the kernels K, and K, play an 
auxiliary role and are essentially discarded at the outset of the proof. Hence 
the new claims are immediate. 
Anuijwis of Lemma 5 [ 10, p. 161.’ The kernels K,, and K, i are 
admissible kernels of weight )k + 1 if K was. of weight )k) - n - 1. 
Moreover, the coefficients in the expansions of Klo and K,, can be 
computed; they are CJ stable under C*J+3n+‘3 perturbations of the coef- 
ficients of K (hence under C2~U~3n~13~r~“~8J~3n~13~~ perturbations of Do in 
the applications); also the number of terms in the expansion of K,, and K,, 
as admissible kernels is rigid under CsJ+“+ l3 perturbations of the coef- 
tkients of K. 
Proor This lemma is clearly the most delicate of all. However, given 
what has gone before, onIy a few comments are required. They will be 
merely listed. 
(i) The introduction of the change of variables preceding Claim 1 and 
Claim 1 itself require only the usual six extra derivatives associated to the 
construction of the c,. 
(ii) In order to check Claim 2, it is necessary to see how large N must 
be in order for R, to be in C’. A glance at line 2, p. 36, of [lo] shows that r 
will be integrable when -(n + 1) - (N +j) + 2(N -j) > 1 - n or N>, 3j + 2. 
(iii) It follows from (ii) that the terms to be considered in (5) of [ 10, 
p.36]satisfyweightR,)-((n+l)-I)-@+I)-(3j+l). 
(iv) Immediately following (5) of [ 10, p. 361 it is required to expand 
the function 4 in enough powers of T so that the remainder gives a CJ 
function. Carry the Taylor expansion out to order M- 1, so that the 
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remainder term is of Mth order. Because of the way that weight is counted, 
it is sufficient to have 
or 
/3,-m+weightq+weightK,+M-j>-n+ 1 
M>j+m-/I,- n + 1 - weight K, - weight 9. 
But (iii) yields -weight K, < (n + 1) + (3j + 1), and inspection of the first 
few lines of Fefferman’s proof yields that weight cp > - n - 1. So it is enough 
to have 
M>j+m--/?,+n+3j+4 
whence 
M>4j+2n+5 
suffices. 
Summary. In order to achieve the necessary C’ stability, it is therefore 
enough to control j + 6 + (3j + 2) + (4j + 3n + 5) = Sj + 3n + 13 derivatives 
of the coefficients of K. m 
E. The Final Argument 
Facts A and B follow from Lemmas l-5. 
FACT A. If K(z, w) is a CBj+Znt’3 admissible kernel of weight 
k > - n - 1, the KZ(z, w) = lDoK(z, y) a(~, w) dy is a Cj admissible kernel 
of weight (k + 1). Moreover, the coefficients of Kg are C’ stable under 
C ai’2nt I3 perturbations of the coefficients of K. 
FACT B. If K is a Cj kernel, 6 is small, and ~7 < q(S) is smaller, then 
IIKgIIcj,, 6 t IIKIIcj,tl* 
Now in order to check Cj stability of KD, under Cko perturbations of D,, 
k, = 2(8j + 2n + 13 +p(n, 8j + 2n + 13)), let E > 0 and write 
KDo=5 (-l)‘K,8’+ g (-l)‘K$‘rT,+T, 
I=0 N+l 
(this is an equation of Hilbert space operators). With q fixed according to 
Fact B, choose N so large that 1) T211c,,, < q’.s-/(2n!). Now choose a CkO 
neighborhood 7 of Do so that the coefficients of each K,B,, I = l,..., N, vary 
at most c/2N in Cj as D ranges over Y. It follows that the coefficients in the 
representation of KD in any of Theorems 5.3-5.5 or Corollaries 5.6, 5.7 vary 
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CE in the C’ topology as D ranges over Y. (Here C depends on the number 
of elements g” in the partition of unity and on various dimension factors but 
may be fixed once and for all once D, is chosen.) This completes the 
analysis of the Bergman kernel for C’ stability. 
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